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Abstract
We propose a geometric method to construct, from an object called a ”spectral
curve”, an integrable system, and in particular its Tau function, Baker-Akhiezer func-
tions and ”current amplitudes”, all having an interpretation as CFT conformal blocks.
The construction identifies Hamiltonians with cycles on the curve, and times with peri-
ods (integrals of forms over cycles). All the integrable structure is formulated in terms
of homology of contours, the phase space is a space of cycles where the symplectic form
is the intersection, the Hirota operator is a degree 2 second-kind cycle, a Sato shift is
an addition of a 3rd kind cycle. In this setting the Hirota equations can be illustrated
as merging 3rd kind cycles (monopoles) yielding a 2nd kind cycle (dipole). This article
is the first of a series divided into 3 parts:
1) classical case, perturbative: the spectral curve is a ramified cover of a base
Riemann surface – with some additional structure – and the integrable system is defined
as a formal power series of a small ”dispersion” parameter .
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2) dispersive classical case, non perturbative: the spectral curve is defined not as a
ramified cover (which would be a bundle with discrete fiber), but as a vector bundle –
whose dispersionless limit consists in chosing a finite set of vectors in each fiber.
3) non-commutative case, and perturbative. The spectral curve is here a ”non-
commutative” surface, whose geometry will be defined in lecture III.
4) the full non-commutative dispersionless theory is under development is not pre-
sented in these lectures.
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1 Introduction
Integrable systems are a corner stone in classical mechanics and dynamical systems,
for 2 reasons: one is that they are ubiquitous in physics, they are often the simplest
toy models, like the hydrogen atom or the motion of a single planet, and also because
integrable systems are the dynamical systems that can be solved exactly, in some sense
they are the contrary of chaotic systems. An important property, is that up to a ”good”
change of variable, they can be brought to linear motion at constant velocity, however,
all the complexity is hidden in finding the good change of variables.
Many classical books and lectures exist on integrable systems and we refer to [4].
It has been understood that geometry plays an important role in integrable systems.
The Kyoto school constructions (Sato, Hirota, Miwa–Jimbo-Ueno-Takasaki [61, 34, 38,
39, 40]) associate a ”Tau–function” to an integrable system. The Tau function plays
the role of a partition function in statistical physics, it encodes most of the properties
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of the system and a large part of integrable system theory consists in computing the
Tau function. Tau functions enjoy many beautiful mathematical properties, they obey
Hirota equations, they have some modular and automorphicity properties.
The Lax–pair method [46, 4] allows to encode most of the integrable system property
into an operator –the Lax operator– and into its eigenvalues locus – the ”spectral
curve”. In the simplest case of ”isospectral” integrable systems, also called finite–gap
solution, there is a method to recover the Lax pair and find the Tau–function and all
properties of the integrable system, from the spectral curve’s geometry, this is known
as the geometric reconstruction method [18, 19, 36, 50, 52, 51].
Here we shall start from a spectral curve. This lecture is largely based on the
method presented in [10], with many updates and additions.
To a spectral curve S (defined below), we shall associate a ”Tau-function” and a
family of ”n-points amplitudes”, that we shall denote – mimicking CFT notations:
T (S) = W0(S) = 〈V(S)〉
Wˆn(S;X1, . . . , Xn) = 〈V(S)J(X1) . . . J(Xn)〉 . (1-1)
• CFT notations: The right hand side is a mere notation, borrowed from CFT
(Conformal Field Theory), the bracket notation 〈.〉 is named ”amplitude” or ”conformal
block amplitude”. V(S) will be called the ”generalized vertex operator” associated to
the spectral curve S, and J(Xi) will be called a ”current operator” at point Xi of the
spectral curve. A point Xi of a spectral curve is actually a pair Xi = (xi, Yk(xi)) of a
point xi on the base curve, and the k
th value Yk(xi) of a multivalued function Y (x),
meaning that the currents are multivalued functions of xi, or monovalued functions
of Xi. J(Xi) can be seen as a vector with components Jk(xi) = J((xi, Yk(xi))) for
k = 1, . . . , rk with rk the rank of a vector space to which it belongs (often this will be
a Cartan or Lie algebra). We shall show that our definition of currents will agree with
Sugawara currents [62] in CFT.
• Integrability: Usually [4] Tau-functions were defined as functions of ”times”
T (t1, t2, t3, . . . ) required to obey some equations with respect to changing the times,
either differential equations ∂ti log T = . . . , or finite shifts T (tk + uk) = . . . . The
operators ∂ti are associated to Hamiltonians, required to commute. Here T (S) will be
defined for each spectral curve, point-wise in the ”moduli space” of spectral curves,
and deformations equations will arise as consequences, not as definitions.
Times will be viewed as local coordinates in the ”moduli space” of spectral curves,
and time deformations ∂tk belong to the tangent space of the moduli space. We shall
see that the tangent space is isomorphic to the space of meromorphic differential forms
on the spectral curve, and through form-cycle duality it can be identified with the space
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of cycles (in fact generalized cycles) on the spectral curve: times can thus be seen as
coordinates in the homology space. This will allow to re-define the Tau function as a
function of cycles, and define ∂γ log T = . . . or T (S + γ) = . . . where γ is a cycle.
This definition using cycles is
- geometric,
- intrinsic: independent of a choice of coordinates (the times),
- since cycles are rigid (like integers), they don’t deform, therefore all deforma-
tions are much easier when written in terms of cycles. Somehow all ”complicated”
expressions in integrable systems come from a choice of coordinates1.
- cycles are equipped with a symplectic structure: the intersection, and by push-
forward, this gives a symplectic form on the tangent space, where it then coincides
with the Goldman symplectic structure. In fact, there is another symplectic structure
emerging from the complex structure of the spectral curve. The interplay between
the 2 symplectic structures provides locally an hyperKa¨hler structure on the space of
spectral curves.
- There is an integer symplectic lattice in the space of cycles, giving rise to modular
properties.
2 Spectral curves
We shall define several notions of spectral curves, classical, quantum, non–
commutative... In this 1st lecture we start with the simplest, based on Riemann
surfaces. We refer to classical textbooks on Riemann surfaces in particular [33, 58, 32].
2.1 Classical spectral curves
For an open Riemann surface Σ, we denote M1(Σ) the C–vector space (infinite dimen-
sion) of meromorphic 1-forms on Σ. It is usually decomposed into 3 parts: 1st kind
forms have no poles, 3rd kind forms are meromorphic forms with only simple poles,
and 2nd kind forms have poles of degree ≥ 2.
Definition 2.1 (Spectral curve) A spectral curve data (Σ, x, y, B) is the data of:
• a differentiable orientable open surface Σ, not necessarily connected2, with possi-
ble boundaries ∂Σ = union of topological circles.
1It is well known that in ”action–angle” coordinates, every integrable system is a linear motion at
constant velocity. The complication is only in finding these coordinates.
2For example, Σ can be a disjoint union of discs, this was called a local spectral curve in [25, 22].
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• a C∞ map x : Σ →
◦
Σ, from Σ to a Riemann surface
◦
Σ (called the base), such
that the boundaries of Σ are mapped to boundaries of
◦
Σ. The pull back of the
complex structure of
◦
Σ induces a complex structure on Σ, and thus in which x is
analytic, and with which Σ can be seen as a Riemann surface.
• a locally holomorphic (with respect to the complex structure above) 1-form y on
Σ (locally meromorphic means having at most a finite number of poles in any
compact subset of Σ. It allows all kinds of essential singularities at the boundary
of Σ.) The map z 7→ (x(z), x∗y(z)) is a locally meromorphic immersion of Σ into
the total cotangent bundle of
◦
Σ:
Σ ↪→ T ∗
◦
Σ
x↘ ↓
◦
Σ (2-1)
• a meromorphic 1-1 symmetric bilinear differential on Σ×Σ, having a double pole
on the x-diagonal divisor Diagx = {(p, q)| x(p) = x(q)} ⊂ Σ × Σ, and without
residue
B ∈ H0(Σ× Σ, KΣ KΣ(2Diagx)Sym) (2-2)
Near Diagx, writting Gp the group of permutations of x
−1(x(p)) = σ(p), we require
that it locally behaves as
B(p, q) ∼
q→σ(p)
(
κσ
2 (x(p)− x(q))2 +O(1)
)
dx(p)dx(q) (2-3)
where σ ∈ Gp.
Cases where Gp is a Weil group and κ the Cartan matrix are interesting. How-
ever, from now on we shall choose – unless stated otherwise –
κσ = 2 δσ,Id, (2-4)
so that B has a double pole only on the diagonal of Σ, normalized to 1.
Two spectral curve datas, with the same base curve, (Σ, x, y, B) and (Σ˜, x˜, y˜, B˜) are
said diffeomorphic iff there is an invertible C∞ map whose inverse is C∞, φ : Σ→ Σ˜,
such that φ∗x˜ = x, φ∗y˜ = y, φ∗B˜ = B. In particular this implies that Σ and Σ˜ are
isomorphic as topological surfaces and as Riemann surfaces.
Spectral curves are diffeomorphism classes:
S = [(Σ, x, y, B)]. (2-5)
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Definition 2.2 (C∗ rescaling) We define a C∗ rescaling of spectral curve datas, i.e.
multiplication of a spectral curve data S = (Σ, x, y, B) by a non-zero scalar λ ∈ C∗ as:
λ(Σ, x, y, B) = (Σ, x, λy, B). (2-6)
This rescaling obviously descends to diffeomorphisms equivalence classes, i.e. to spectral
curves.
People often denote the scaling parameter as 1/λ = ~, , t/N, gs,
√−12... depending
on the context. The large λ limit is the semi-classical limit. Below, we shall write
1/λ =  and call it the dispersion parameter.
2.1.1 Some geometric properties of spectral curves
• Degree: is the generic number of preimages of a point: deg x = #x−1(x) for a
generic x ∈
◦
Σ. We shall most often (unless stated) consider spectral curves with
finite degree, and with degree ≥ 2.
• Branchpoints: The points a of Σ where x is not locally invertible are called
ramification points, and their images x(a) on
◦
Σ are called branchpoints. If a is
a ramification point, then ba = ordera(x − x(a)) − 1 is called the order of the
branchpoint. For generic branchpoints, the order is 1. Let R = ∑a ba[a] be the
ramification points divisor.
2.2 The moduli space of spectral curves
The ”space” of spectral curves is ”very large” (very infinite dimensional) since we may
consider y and x with poles of arbitrary degrees at any point of Σ, and beyond poles,
we may consider any type of singularities, as wild as we like, like logs, or any essential
singularities.
LetM denote the ”space” or ”moduli space” of spectral curves, just defined by its
objects: the spectral curves. For the moment we don’t have a topology or any structure
on it.
It is sometimes interesting to consider sub-spaces, the most familiar being:
• The spaceMKP of algebraic spectral curves, where
◦
Σ = C¯ is the Riemann sphere,
Σ compact without boundaries, and x and y meromorphic, so there is a polyno-
mial relationship P (x, y) = 0 (where y = y/dx). This is the space of multicom-
ponent KP (Kadamtsev-Petiashvili) systems – the number of components being
the number of poles of y and x.
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• The spaceMKdV ⊂MKP of hyperelliptical algebraic spectral curves with deg x =
2, with a quadratic polynomial relationship y2 = P (x). This is the space of KdV
(Kortweg de Vries) systems.
• The space MToda of Toda spectral curves concerns the case where
◦
Σ = C¯, Σ is
compact and dx and d(y/dx) are meromorphic 1-forms, this in particular allows
x and y to have logarithmic singularities. It contains KP and KdV.
• The space of spectral curves with a symmetry group. In particular the space
MHitchin(G) of spectral curves coming from a Hitchin system with Lie group
G. Given a Lie group G and its Lie algebra g, and a principal G bundle E →
◦
Σ over a compact base Riemann surface
◦
Σ, and a Higgs field: a g-valued 1-
form Φ ∈ H0(
◦
Σ,EndE ⊗ K ◦
Σ
). The spectral curve is the eigenvalue locus of
{(x, y)| det(yId − ρ(Φ(x))) = 0} (with ρ a faithful representation g → gln(C)),
which defines an immersion of Σ into the total cotangent space of
◦
Σ
Σ ↪→ T ∗
◦
Σ
↘ ↓
◦
Σ (2-7)
The 1-form y on Σ is the Liouville form: the restriction of the tautological form
of T ∗
◦
Σ to Σ.
• The spaceMFuchsian of Fuchsian spectral curves, same as above, but we allow Φ
to have N simple poles, z1, . . . , zN . The Liouville 1-form y has then N × dim ρ
simple poles on Σ, whose residues are the eigenvalues of ρ(αi) with αi ∈ h/w
(Cartan algebra quotiented by Weil group) the radial part of Res zi Φ, αi is called
the ”charge” at zi.
• We can then enlarge Hitchin systems to meromorphic Φ having higher order
poles. In some sense, a higher order pole can be reached as a limit (often very
singular) of coalescing simple poles.
• Since any Lie group G can be a subgroup of some GLn(C), the G Hitchin systems
subspace is a subspace of the GLn(C) Hitchin systems subspace.
The idea is to define our Tau function and amplitudes objectwise, independently
of any subspace to which the considered spectral curve may belong, and independently
of its possible deformations in a neighbourhood, and independently of any topology or
structure of the space: just objectwise.
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Figure 1: The space of all spectral curves contains many classical subspaces. Some
subspaces can be manifolds or orbifolds with singularities. The winding and self in-
tersecting picture, illustrates the idea that certain subspaces, especially those with
symmetry groups, can have a non–trivial topology, singular-points, self–intersections,
be non–contractible, and other exotic features. We also illustrate that there is a spec-
tral curve associated to a knot (called its A-polynomial), but knot spectral curves are
undeformable, they are somehow ”isolated” points.
2.3 Invariants of spectral curves
Without explaining how to compute them, we recall that there is a family of ”invari-
ants” associated to any spectral curve:
Definition 2.3 (EO invariants [29]) One associates to a spectral curve S, a double
sequence ωg,n(S) indexed by two non–negative integers g, n such that (g, n) 6= (0, 0), of
symmetric n−forms on Σn. For n = 0, these are scalar and often denoted ωg,0(S) =
Fg(S). We have a map defined objectwise:
S 7→ {ωg,n(S)}g,n. (2-8)
For (g, n) = (0, 1) and (0, 2) these are, by definition:
ω0,1(S) = y , ω0,2(S) = B. (2-9)
The invariants ωg,n(S) with 2g − 2 + n > 0 are called ”stable” and the ones with
2g − 2 + n < 0 are called ”unstable”. The only unstable ones are (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0).
Let us also mention the (0, 3) invariant in the case
◦
Σ = CP 1:
ω0,3(S; z1, z2, z3) =
∑
a∈R
Res
z→a
B(z, z1)B(z, z2)B(z, z3)
dx(z) d
(
y(z)
dx(z)
) (2-10)
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These invariants were defined in [29] initially only for algebraic spectral curves, and
only those having only simple ramification points. But in fact the definition extends to
the whole space of spectral curves, the case of higher order ramification points being
defined in [12], and the algebraicity being needed nowhere in the definitions.
The case of F0 = ω0,0 will be discussed below in section 3.4. We just mention
that all stable invariants ωg,n(S) are defined by a recursion on 2g − 2 + n, and involve
residues at ramification points, and we refer to [29] for details, and to [47, 2] for a
recent algebraic reformulation.
Theorem 2.1 (Homogeneity [29]) If (g, n) 6= (1, 0), the invariant ωg,n is homoge-
neous of degree 2− 2g − n:
ωg,n(λS) = λ2−2g−nωg,n(S). (2-11)
And
ω1,0(λS) = ω1,0(S) + degR
24
lnλ (2-12)
where degR is the number (with multiplicity) of ramification points.
Theorem 2.2 (Analytic properties [29]) If n ≥ 1 and (g, n) 6= (0, 1), (0, 2), then
ωg,n(S):
• is a symmetric tensor of 1-form on Σn,
• has poles only at ramification points, and without residue,
ωg,n(S) ∈ H0(Σn, Sym(KΣ(∗R)n)) (2-13)
where R is the divisor of ramification points, KΣ is the cannonical bundle,  means a
tensor product of 1-forms in each variable, and ∗ means poles of any degree.
More properties of the EO invariants –all proved in [29]– will appear along this
text, and shall be introduced when needed.
2.4 Form–cycle dualities
Usually Tau-functions are defined as functions of ”times” [4], and we shall argue that
times are local coordinates ionM, said otherwise, they are coordinates in the tangent
space ofM, and we shall argue that they are thus coordinates in the space of meromor-
phic differential forms M1(Σ), and using form-cycle dualities, they are coordinates in
the space of cycles, so that eventually we shall consider the Tau function as a function
on the space of cycles. Let us first study the space of cycles.
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2.4.1 Space of cycles
In all this section, S is kept fixed, and in particular the base curve
◦
Σ is kept fixed, and
we choose once for all an atlas of charts of
◦
Σ, each chart being an open subset of C,
so that locally in each chart there is a well defined local coordinate, in other words we
do as if x(z) ∈ C locally. Also, for each boundary
◦
b of
◦
Σ, oriented so that the surface
lies at its right, we define once for all a map
◦
ξ◦
b
:
◦
b→ S1 that extends analytically to a
neighborhood of
◦
b.
Figure 2: Cycles of 1st kind are usual non-contractible cycles. Cycles of 2nd kind
consist of a small circle around a point, weighted by a local meromorphic function, or
cycles around a boundary weighted by a local holomorphic function. Cycles of 3rd kind
are chains whose boundaries are degree zero divisors. The addition of 3rd kind cycles
is not commutative, an order must be choosen, encoded as an oriented graph.
• 1st kind cycles:
Let H1(Σ,Z) (resp. H1(Σ,C)) the integer (resp. complex) homology space of Σ,
i.e. the space of integer (resp. complex) linear combinations of homotopy classes of
closed Jordan arcs on Σ.
There is the usual Poincarre´ pairing between homology cycle γ and 1-form ω:
< γ, ω >=
∮
γ
ω, (2-14)
which shows that cycles can be viewed as elements of the dual of holomorphic 1-forms:
H1(Σ,C) ⊂M1(Σ)∨. (2-15)
These constitute ”1st kind cycles”, and we keep in mind that the space of 1st kind
cycles contains an integer lattice H1(Σ,Z) ⊂ H1(Σ,C).
If Σ is compact and orientable, of some genus g, then dimH1(Σ,C) = 2g, otherwise
it is often infinite dimensional.
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Remark 2.1 Notice that H1(Σ,Z) and H1(Σ,C) don’t depend on
◦
Σ, x, y or B, they depend
only on the topology of Σ.
We shall now enlarge the homology space of cycles, by considering a larger subset
of M1(Σ)∨. In section 2.4.3 below we shall provide an intrinsic definition of our space
of generalized cycles, as the subset of the dual M1(Σ)∨ whose pairing with B is a
meromorphic 1-form. But for the moment let us construct it explicitly with a basis as
follows
• 2nd kind cycles: First we shall consider ”meromorphic currents” around marked
points or boundaries, denoted: Cp.f where Cp is a ”small” counterclockwise circle3
around a point p, or around a boundary p of Σ, and f is a function holomorphic
in a neighborhood of Cp. If p is a point, then f is required to be meromorphic in a
neighborhood of p with a possible pole at p (of any degree). γ = [Cp.f ] is the equivalence
class modulo small homotopic deformations of Cp together with analytic continuation
of f , and we define homology classes as integer (resp. complex) linear combinations of
these.
If ω is a meromorphic 1-form, and γ = Cp.f , the following pairing is well defined,
and denoted
< γ, ω >=
∮
γ
ω =
∮
Cp.f
ω =
∮
Cp
fω (= 2pii Res
p
fω if p is a point). (2-16)
These meromorphic currents are called ”2nd kind” cycles, they generate the space of
second kind cycles, which is always infinite dimensional, because the degree of poles
can be as high as desired.
There is also a lattice in it, indeed, if p is a point, a basis of the functions f
meromorphic in a neighbourhood of p is
{ξkp}k∈Z , ξp = (x− x(p))1/orderx(p). (2-17)
The set of cycles generated by
Ap,k = Cp.ξkp , p ∈ Σ, k ≥ 0
Bp,k = 1
2pii
Cp.
ξ−kp
−k , p ∈ Σ, k ≥ 1 (2-18)
defines a space of second kind cycles, that contains an integer lattice∑
p∈Σ
∑
k≥0
Ap,kZ⊕
∑
p∈Σ
∑
k≥1
Bp,kZ. (2-19)
3Here ”small” circle means the inductive limit of a family of circles around p. In other words a
circle closer to p than any other special point that is considered.
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• boundary 2nd kind cycles:
A boundary b of Σ – oriented such that the surface lies on its right – is mapped by
x to a boundary
◦
b of
◦
Σ, with winding db ∈ Z+, and there is a map ξ◦
b
:
◦
b → S1 such
that a neighborhood of
◦
b is mapped to the exterior of the unit disc. We define the map
ξb : b→ S1
ξb(z) =
(
ξ◦
b
(x(z))
)1/db
. (2-20)
The following set of cycles generate an integer lattice in the space of second kind cycles:
Ab,k = Cb.ξkb , k ≥ 0
Bb,k = 1
2pii
Cb ξ
−k
b
−k , k ≥ 1. (2-21)
Remark 2.2 Notice that all integer 2nd kind cycles depend on a choice of coordinate on
◦
Σ
and on its boundaries. However, the space of complex 2nd kind cycles is independent, indeed
a change of local coordinate amounts to linearly combining elements of the basis. Later, we
shall consider only deformations at fixed
◦
Σ so that the integer basis will be kept fixed.
• 3rd kind cycles: Then we shall also consider open chains γ = γq→p with bound-
ary ∂γ = [p] − [q] a divisor of degree 0. We can define the pairing, for meromorphic
1-forms ω that have no pole at ∂γ:∮
γ
ω =< γ, ω >=
∫
γq→p
ω. (2-22)
For 1-forms ω that have poles at p or q, there is a way to ”regularize” the integral of
ω along γq→p by subtracting the poles. In order to lighten the presentation the precise
definition of
∮
γ
ω is provided in appendix A.
Remark 2.3 The space of 3rd kind cycles is independent of a choice of charts and coordi-
nates in
◦
Σ.
• boundary 3rd kind cycles:
We also define boundary chains as follows, for a boundary b, we have a map ξb :
b→ S1, and we choose a point p0 ∈ b such that ξp(p0) = 1, and define:
Bb,p0,0 =
1
2pii
γp0→p0 . ln ξb (2-23)
with the log cut on R+. Notice that if b winds dp times around x(b), then there exist
dp possible choices for p0, and if p˜0 is another choice we have
Bb,p˜0,0 = Bb,p0,0 + γp0→p˜0 , (2-24)
where γp0→p˜0 is the oriented boundary arc between the 2 points.
Again, one can consider linear combinations of chains, with either integer, or com-
plex coefficients, so that there is a lattice also in the space of 3rd kind cycles.
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Remark 2.4 When we consider 2 chains γq→p and γ′q′→p′ , the chain γ
′
q′→p′ is defined in
the relative homology of Σ − γq→p, i.e. we can consider chains γ′q′→p′ only relatively to the
homology of γq→p. In other words, the addition of 3rd kind cycles is not commutative, we
should always tell in what order they are added.
Most of the time this non-commutativity will turn out to be irrelevant, except in multiple
integrals that involve integration of forms having poles at coinciding points, in particular for
double integrals of B as we shall see later.
Definition 2.4 (Space of (generalized) cyles) We define M1(Σ) as the set of lin-
ear combinations of 1st, 2nd, 3rd kind cycles. It is a C–vector space of infinite dimen-
sion.
At fixed
◦
Σ, it contains an integer lattice M1(Σ,Z) as the set of integer linear com-
binations of integer cycles.
Remark 2.5 In section 2.4.3 below we shall see an alternative –more intrinsic– definition
for the space of generalized cycles as M1(Σ) = Bˆ
−1(M1(Σ)), i.e. the space of elements of the
dual M1(Σ)∨ whose pairing with B is a meromorphic 1-form.
2.4.2 Intersection and symplectic structure
On 1st kind cycles is defined the intersection γ∩γ′ = −γ′∩γ, as the algebraic counting
of oriented crossings of transverse Jordan arcs representative of the cycles.
We shall extend it to 2nd kind and 3rd kind cycles in the following way
Definition 2.5 (Intersection) We define the intersection form as an antisymmetric
bilinear form on M1(Σ)×M1(Σ)→ C (resp. M1(Σ,Z)×M1(Σ,Z)→ Z), as follows.
We define the intersection of 1st kind cycles as the usual crossing number, and also
the intersection of 1st kind and 3rd kind as the usual crossing number of a cycle with a
chain in the relative homology. For the intersection of two 3rd kind paths with distinct
boundaries we define the intersection as the crossing number, and if the boundaries are
not distinct the crossing number multiplied by 1
2
, for example if both paths end at p
γq→p ∩ γ′q′→p = ±
1
2
(2-25)
where ±1 is, like in usual crossing numbers, the respective orientation of the second
Jordan arc with respect to the first one.
Then we define the other intersections by the following table (completed by antisym-
metry):
14
kind 1st 3rd 2nd
γ′ γ′q′→p′ C ′p′ .f ′
γ γ ∩ γ′ γ ∩ γ′q′→p′ γ ∩ Cp′ .f ′ = 0
γq→p
γq→p ∩ γ′q′→p′
± δp,p′
2
± δq,q′
2
± δp,q′
2
± δq,p′
2
γq→p ∩ Cp′ .f ′ =
{
0 if f ′(p′) =∞
(δq,p′ − δp,p′)f ′(p′)
Cp.f δp,p′
∮
Cp f df
′
Notice that it indeed takes integer values on M1(Σ,Z)×M1(Σ,Z). In particular, with
the basis (2-18)
Ap,k ∩ Bp′,k′ = δp,p′δk,k′ . (2-26)
Except 3rd kind cycles that can have half–integer intersections. This is illustrated in
fig. 3
Figure 3: Intersections of cycles blue ∩ red.
There is an alternative way to define or compute intersections:
Proposition 2.1 We have∮
γ
∮
γ′
B −
∮
γ′
∮
γ
B = 2pii γ ∩ γ′. (2-27)
As a consequence:
Q(γ, γ′) = 1
2pii
∮
γ
∮
γ′
B − 1
2
γ ∩ γ′ (2-28)
is a symmetric bilinear form on M1(Σ)×M1(Σ).
proof: It is easy to verify that it holds for every pair of cycles in the basis used to
define M1(Σ).
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Let us recall the proof for elements of H1(Σ,Z). Choose some transversally crossing
Jordan arcs representatives. Away from intersection points the order of integrations
can be exchanged. In a neighborhood of intersection points, we have the behaviour
(2-3), B(z, z′) ∼ κ
2
dzdz′/(z− z′)2 + analytic = κ
2
dzdz′ log(z− z′) + analytic in any local
coordinates. The difference of orders of integration yields the discontinuity of the log,
namely ±κpii depending on the orientation. If we choose the behaviour (2-4), we get
2pii γ∩γ′. If instead of (2-4), we would choose κ 6= 2 Id, this would define a generalized
intersection theory for Cameral covers, that is considered in details in [].
2.4.3 Forms ←→ cycles
The bilinear differential B allows to define a ”form–cycle duality”:
Definition 2.6 (Map Bˆ: cycles −→ 1-forms) The integral –in the 1st projection–
of the 2nd kind differential B along a cycle is a meromorphic 1-form of the 2nd pro-
jection, of the same kind as the cycle: 1st kind → no poles, 3rd kind → simple poles,
2nd kind → poles of degree ≥ 2. This defines a linear map from the space of cycles to
meromorphic 1-forms on Σ
Bˆ : M1(Σ) → M1(Σ)
γ 7→
∮
γ
B. (2-29)
We shall prove below that the map Bˆ is surjective, which shows that M1(Σ) =
Bˆ−1(M1(Σ)) as mentioned in remark 2.5. It is not injective, we shall see that it has a
huge kernel.
Now we shall define a map Cˆ: 1-forms → cycles, playing the role of a right inverse
of Bˆ. If we would have a finite basis of cycles Γi, with intersection matrix Ii,j = Γi∩Γj
we would define the map Cˆ as
Cˆ(ω) =
1
2pii
∑
i,j
Γi (I
−1)i,j
(∮
Γj
ω
)
(2-30)
which is invariant under changes of basis. Unfortunately, expression 2-30 is meaningless
because the space M1(Σ) is infinite dimensional. But given a meromorphic ω, it is
possible (this is what the definition of Cˆ below does) to find a basis well adapted to ω,
such that only finitely many terms are not vanishing in the sum, or series are absolutely
convergent (in particular Fourier series at the boundaries), so in practice formula 2-30
can be applied. In a symplectic basis Ii,j = Ai ∩ Bj = δi,j we would have
Cˆ(ω) =
∑
i
ti(ω)Bi with ti(ω) = 1
2pii
∮
Ai
ω, (2-31)
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it is such that
ω = Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)) =
∑
i
ti(ω)Bˆ(Bi). (2-32)
Now we give the actual intrinsic definition of the map Cˆ:
Definition 2.7 (Map Cˆ: 1-forms −→ cycles) If Σ = ∪iΣi is a union of connected
components, choose a generic point oi ∈ Σi, and a fundamental domain of Σi − {oi}
i.e. Σi − Γi a 1-face cellular graph Γi (for which oi is a 1-valent vertex). The graph
Γ = ∪iΓi has 2 kinds of edges: internal edges, and boundary edges that lie on ∂Σ. On
each internal edge e, choose a point pe, corresponding to 2 points pe± in the fundamental
domain, with pe+ on the left of e and pe− on the right. Let e⊥ = γpe−→pe+ the unique
(up to homotopy) arc from pe− to pe+ in the fundamental domain. We also identify e⊥
with the homology class of a 1st kind cycle on Σ.
Then for a given choice of fundamental domain, define, for every meromorphic
1-form ω ∈M1(Σ):
• For every pole p of ω, of degree dp ≥ 1, and every j ≥ 0:
tp,j = Res
p
(ξp)
j ω =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,j
ω (2-33)
the tp,js are called the ”KP times” (see def.2.9).
We assumed Σ to be compact so that the number of poles p is finite. Also all
times with j ≥ degp ω are vanishing, only a finite number of times are non-zero.
• define
ω˜ = ω −
∑
i
∑
p=poles of ω in Σi
tp,0Bˆ(γoi→p) + degp ω−1∑
j=1
tp,jBˆ(Bp,j)
 (2-34)
ω˜ is holomorphic on Σ, it has no poles.
• In the fundamental domain of Σi−{oi}, choose some generic points o′i, and define
the holomorphic function
f˜(z) =
∫ z
o′i
ω˜. (2-35)
• Then define
Cˆ(ω)
def
=
∑
i
∑
p=poles of ω in Σi
tp,0γoi→p → 3rd kind
−∑p=poles of ω∑degp ω−1j=1 tp,j2pii Cp. ξ−jpj → 2nd kind
+ 1
2pii
∑
e=internal edges(
∮
e⊥ ω˜)e → 3rd + 1st kind
+ 1
2pii
∑
e=boundary edges e.f˜ → 2nd kind.
(2-36)
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Notice that the 3rd line may yield 1st kind cycles because a sum of open chains
can be a closed cycle.
In the neighborhood of a boundary b with its map ξb : b → S1, choose p0 a
boundary edge endpoint on b, then f˜(z) − 1
2pii
(∮
b
ω
)
log(ξb(z)/ξb(p0)) – with the
log’s cut on R+ – is a periodic function on b, that can be decomposed into its
Fourier modes:
f˜(z) =
1
2pii
(∮
b
ω
)
log(ξb(z)/ξb(p0)) +
∑
k∈Z
tb,kξb(z)
k. (2-37)
This shows that Cˆ(ω) is a linear combination of all types of cycles introduced in
section 2.4.1, therefore
Cˆ(ω) ∈M1(Σ). (2-38)
Lemma 2.1 The map:
Cˆ : M1(Σ) → M1(Σ)
ω 7→ Cˆ(ω) (2-39)
is linear and is independent of a choice of fundamental domain and of the choice of o′i.
Moreover it satisfies for every ω:
ω = Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)). (2-40)
proof: In appendix B. The fact that ω = Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)) is in fact the Riemann bilinear
identity. 
Corollary 2.1
Π = Cˆ ◦ Bˆ is a projector Π2 = Π. (2-41)
Cˆ is injective. Bˆ is surjective. We have the exact sequence
0→ Ker Bˆ →M1(Σ) Bˆ→ M1(Σ)→ 0 (2-42)
This defines an isomorphism M1(Σ) ∼M1(Σ)/Ker Bˆ.
The map Π = Cˆ ◦ Bˆ : M1(Σ) → M1(Σ) is a projector on Im Π ∼ M1(Σ)/Ker Bˆ,
parallel to Ker Bˆ. The map Id− Π is the projector on Ker Bˆ parallel to Im Π.
We have
M1(Σ) = Im Π⊕Ker Bˆ. (2-43)
Proposition 2.2 Both Ker Bˆ and Im Π are Lagrangian submanifolds of M1(Σ) with
respect to the intersection form.
M1(Σ) = Im Π⊕Ker Bˆ is a Lagrangian decomposition.
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proof: In appendix C. Notice that Ker Bˆ Lagrangian is a trivial consequence of
prop.2.1. 
Notice that all 2nd kind cycles Ap,k with k ≥ 0 are in Ker Bˆ, whereas the 2nd kind
cycles Bp,k involving negative powers of ξ−kp are not in Ker Bˆ.
Proposition 2.3 (proved in [29]) If γ ∈ Ker Bˆ, we have for all n ≥ 1 and (g, n) 6=
(0, 1): ∫
z1∈γ
ωg,n(z1, z2, . . . , zn) = 0. (2-44)
This holds by definition for ω0,2 = B.
The map γ 7→ ∫
γ
ω0,1 has a kernel, which usually differs from Ker Bˆ.
2.4.4 Positivity
We define a complex structure on the space of cycles by complexifying integer cycles:
M1(Σ,C) = M1(Σ,Z)⊗ C, (2-45)
we define the complex conjugate by acting only on the C factor. In other words, if
γ =
∑
i tiγi, with γi independent integer cycles and ti ∈ C, we define its complex
conjugate as
γ¯ =
∑
i
t¯iγi. (2-46)
This is independent of a choice of integer decomposition.
Then:
Lemma 2.2 The quadratic form −2piiQ defined in prop.2.1 is a positive definite Her-
mitian form on Im Π, for Π(γ) 6= 0:
− 2pii Q(Π(γ),Π(γ)) > 0. (2-47)
proof: In appendix D. This is a generalization of the Riemann bilinear identity
proving that =τ > 0, it is proved likewise using Riemann bilinear identity and Stokes
theorem. 
2.5 Lagrangian submanifolds and Darboux coordinates
Definition 2.8 (Darboux basis) A Darboux decomposition is M1(Σ) = A(Σ) ⊕
B(Σ), with A(Σ) and B(Σ) both Lagrangian. An integer Darboux decomposition is
M1(Σ,Z) = A(Σ,Z)⊕B(Σ,Z) with A(Σ,Z) and B(Σ,Z) both integer Lagrangian sub-
lattices. Then it is possible (not unique) to choose a Darboux Basis of cycles such
that
Ai ∈ A(Σ) , Bi ∈ B(Σ) (2-48)
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Figure 4: Consider A-cycles and B-cycles forming a symplectic basis of the lattice of
integer cycles. Ker Bˆ and Im Π are orthogonal Lagrangian submanifolds, and Im Π is
never parallel to the lattice. A convenient basis for Im Π is to project B-cycles parallel
to A, and a basis for Ker Bˆ is to project A-cycles parallel to Im Π.
Ai ∩ Aj = 0 , Bi ∩ Bj = 0 , Ai ∩ Bj = δi,j (2-49)
i.e. the intersection matrix takes the block–form(
0 Id
−Id 0
)
.
We have several usual decompositions:
1. The decomposition M1(Σ) = Im Π ⊕ Ker Bˆ is canonical, it is Darboux but not
integer. There is no canonical Darboux basis in it. Moreover, Ker Bˆ and Im Π
both get deformed under deformations of the spectral curve. This Darboux de-
composition, although canonical, is not very convenient for defining a connection
on the bundle of cycles M1 →M.
2. Due to lemma 2.2, =Im Π and <Im Π are transverse and provide another canon-
ical decomposition:
M1(Σ) = =Im Π⊕<Im Π.
This decomposition is real but is not integer, and there is no canonical Darboux
basis in it, and it also gets deformed under deformations of the spectral curve.
3. There exists integer Darboux basis M1(Σ,Z) = A(Σ,Z) ⊕ B(Σ,Z) (we have
constructed one in section 2.4.1). Any such decomposition is rigid but is not
canonical. Going from one choice to another is called a modular transformation.
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Due to lemma 2.2, Im Π is always transverse to that decomposition. A basis of
Im Π can be obtained by projecting B(Σ,Z) parallel to A(Σ,Z), i.e. for each Bi,
find a linear combination
∑
j τi,jAj such that
B′i = Bi −
∑
j
τi,jAj ∈ Im Π. (2-50)
Lemma 2.2 implies that the matrix τi,j is symmetric and =τ > 0. In particular
τ 6= 0. We can get a basis of Ker Bˆ by projecting A(Σ,Z) parallel to Im Π.
Define
κi,j = Ai ∩ Π(Aj), (2-51)
then
A′i = Ai −
∑
j
κi,jB′j ∈ Ker Bˆ. (2-52)
The basis
(A′i,B′i) (2-53)
is Darboux, but not integer (τ can never be integer since =τ > 0), and it gets
deformed under deformations of the spectral curve. In this basis we have
Q(A′i,A′j) = 0 , Q(A′i,B′j) =
1
2
δi,j , Q(B′i,B′j) = 0. (2-54)
Remark 2.6 The matrices τ and κ are infinite dimensional. However, it is possible
to choose A(Σ,Z) that differs from Ker Bˆ by at most a finite dimension space. For
example, it suffices to choose A(Σ,Z) (resp. B(Σ,Z)) containing all but a finite number
of positive (resp. negative) 2nd kind cycles, and completed with a finite number of
negative (resp. positive) cycles. In this case the matrices τ and κ have only a finite
dimensional non-trivial part.
4. Define A′′i the projection of Ai onto Ker Bˆ, parallel to B(Σ,Z)
A′′i = Ai −
∑
j
Xi,jBj ∈ Ker Bˆ. (2-55)
The symmetric matrix Xi,j is related to the matrices τ and κ above by
X = (1 + κτ)−1κ. (2-56)
Then, the basis
(A′′i ,Bi) (2-57)
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is Darboux, but not necessarily integer. However, we shall see below that it is
rigid under ”Rauch” deformations of the spectral curve. We define the projection
on B(Σ,Z) parallel to Ker Bˆ:
ΠB(Σ,Z)(Bi) = Bi , ΠB(Σ,Z)(A′′i ) = 0. (2-58)
In this basis we have
Q(A′′i ,A′′j ) = 0 , Q(A′′i ,Bj) =
1
2
δi,j , Q(Bi,Bj) = Ri,j (2-59)
with the matrix R defined below.
5. Define the symmetric matrix
R = τ(1−Xτ)−1, (2-60)
and
B′′i = Bi −
∑
j
Ri,jA′′j = (1− τX)−1B′i ∈ Im Cˆ. (2-61)
The basis
(A′′i ,B′′i ) (2-62)
is Darboux, but not integer. It is a Lagrangian decomposition of Ker Bˆ ⊕ Im Π.
It is not rigid under Rauch deformations, because τi,j is not.
In this basis we have
Q(A′′i ,A′′j ) = 0 , Q(A′′i ,B′′j ) =
1
2
δi,j , Q(B′′i ,B′′j ) = 0. (2-63)
In each decomposition, choosing a basis, allows to introduce time coordinates
parametrizing cycles and forms
Remark 2.7 Observe that, since several of the decompositions introduced here depend on
integers or on reals, then going from one decomposition to another, changes the coordinates
(the times) in a possibly not analytic way. This is related to the existence of several complex
structures in our moduli space. This is the origin of the HyperKa¨hler structure of the moduli
space.
2.5.1 Times and periods of Darboux coordinates
Having choosen a Darboux basis of cycles (A,B),
Definition 2.9 we define the times as the periods of y over A–cycles:
ti =
1
2pii
∮
Ai
y. (2-64)
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In many known examples, these times are indeed the ”good” times of our system.
For example, if y is meromorphic with a pole at p, and with Laurent series expansion
near p as
y(z) ∼
z→p
degp y∑
k=0
tp,kξp(z)
−k−1dξp(z) + analytic at p, (2-65)
the coefficients tp,k are the Ap,k periods
tp,k =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,k
y. (2-66)
These are called the KP times.
2.5.2 Example with compact surfaces
Consider a case where Σ is compact of genus g, with a symplectic basis of 1st kind
cycles (Ai,Bi)i=1,...,g, and define A′′i as in (2-57). Define ωi the holomorphic basis of
1-forms such that
∮
Ai ωj = δi,j and define the period matrix τi,j =
∮
Bi ωj = τj,i, it
actually coincides with the one in (2-50). Consider also the case where
B(z, z′) = dzdz′ log θc(a(z)− a(z′); τ) + 2pii
g∑
i,j=1
κi,jωi(z)ωj(z
′) (2-67)
with a = (a1, . . . , ag) the Abel map (defined by dai = ωi) and c a regular odd charac-
teristic, and θ the Siegel Theta function. The symmetric g × g matrix κi,j coincides
with the one introduced in (2-52).
We have:
Bˆ(A′i) = Bˆ(A′′i ) = 0
Bˆ(B′i) = 2piiωi , Bˆ(Bi) = Bˆ(B′′i ) = 2pii
∑
j
(1 + τκ)i,jωj. (2-68)
Writing the Taylor expansion of B near a point p ∈ Σ as
B(z, z′)− dξp(z)dξp(z
′)
(ξp(z)− ξp(z′))2 ∼
∞∑
k,l=1
kl τp,k;p,lξp(z)
k−1ξp(z′)l−1 dξp(z)dξp(z′) (2-69)
we get
Bˆ(Ap,k) = 0 , Bˆ(Bp,k) =
(
ξ−k−1p +
∞∑
l=1
lτp,k;p,l ξ
l−1
p
)
dξp near p. (2-70)
Bˆ(γq→p) =
∫ p
q
B =
(
ξ−1p +
∞∑
l=1
lτp,0;p,l ξ
l−1
p
)
dξp near p. (2-71)
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In both cases near another point p′ 6= p, these forms are analytic and have a regular
Taylor expansion that we write
Bˆ(Bp,k) =
∞∑
l=1
lτp,k;p′,l ξ
l−1
p′ dξp′ near p
′, (2-72)
where the matrix τ coincides with that of (2-50).
In the Darboux basis (2-57) we have:
Q(A′′i ,A′′j ) = 0 , Q(A′′i ,Bj) =
1
2
δi,j , Q(Bi,Bj) = Ri,j (2-73)
For 3rd kind cycles, introducing the prime form (see [33]) we have:
2piiQ(γq→p, γ′q′→p′) = ln
E(p, p′)E(q, q′)
E(q, p′)E(p, q′)
2piiQ(γq→p, γ′q′→p) = ln
E(q, q′)
E(q, p)E(p, q′)dξp(p)
2piiQ(γq→p, γq→p) = ln −1
E(q, p)2dξp(p)dξq(q)
(2-74)
2piiQ(
k∑
i=1
αiγqi→pi ,
k∑
i=1
αiγqi→pi) = ln
∏
i<j E(pi, pj)
αiαj
∏
i<j E(qi, qj)
αiαj∏
i,j E(pi, qj)
αiαj
∏
i dξpi(pi)
α2i dξqi(qi)
α2i
(2-75)
We see here that indeed the result depends on an ordering i < j, echoing remark
2.4. A different choice of ordering changes the result by pii times an integer quadratic
polynomials of the αis. In particular if the αis are integer, a change of ordering just
changes the result modulo piiZ, i.e. a sign inside the log.
3 Deformations of spectral curves
We shall consider deformations of spectral curves at fixed Σ (as a topological surface)
and fixed base
◦
Σ. We can therefore deform x, y or B. The deformation of x induces
a deformation of the complex structure of Σ as a Riemann surface whose complex
structure is the pullback by x of
◦
Σ.
The idea developed below, is that deformations –here we mean tangent vectors–
of y are 1-forms, and are dual to cycles (resp. deformations of B are 1  1–forms,
dual to tensor products of cycles). This will allow to identify the tangent space with
a (sub-)space of cycles M1(Σ,Z) ⊗ C (resp. pairs of cycles). Moreover, since at fixed
base
◦
Σ, integer cycles form a lattice, they are rigid and don’t deform, this will induce
a trivial connexion on the cycles bundle.
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3.1 Meromorphic tangent space
The space M of all spectral curves is too large and is not a manifold, in particular
it doesn’t always have a tangent space at a point. However, given a spectral curve,
we shall consider a subspace, that is locally a manifold and has a tangent space. In
this purpose we shall restrict to only a subset of possible deformations, those locally
meromorphic.
Definition 3.1 (Subspace of Meromorphic shifts of a spectral curve.) Given
a spectral curve S represented by the data (Σ, x, y, B), consider the subspace MS+mero
whose objects are spectral curves S˜ = [(Σ, x˜, y˜, B˜)] with the same topological surface
Σ, with the same base Riemann surface
◦
Σ for x and x˜, and such that x˜ − x, y˜ − y,
B˜ − B are C∞ plus at most a finite number of singularities, and such that at points
where x and x˜ are locally invertible, y ◦ x−1 − y˜ ◦ x˜−1 is locally meromorphic on
◦
Σ,
and similarly x∗B − x˜∗B˜ is locally a bi-holomorphic differential on
◦
Σ ×
◦
Σ (these are
in general not holomorphic at branchpoints of x or x˜).
Figure 5: The subspace of meromorphic deformations of a spectral curve. Tangent
vectors are cycles, and thus cycles generate flows.
This subspace is a quotient (mod diffeomorphisms) of an affine bundle S+M1(Σ)⊕
M1(Σ)2 sym → C∞(Σ,
◦
Σ), it is thus a differentiable manifold, having a tangent space
at S. tangent vectors in the total affine bundle are triplets (δx, δy, δB) ∈ C∞(Σ,
◦
Σ)⊕
M1(Σ)⊕M1(Σ)2 sym.
The quotient by diffeomorphisms, identifies (x, y, B) ≡ (φ∗x, φ∗y, φ∗B), and for
tangent vectors
(δx, δy, δB) ≡ (δx + dx.δφ, δy + dy.δφ, δB + dB.δφ δφ)
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≡ (0, δy − δx d(y/dx), δB − d1(B/dx1)δx1 − d2(B/dx2)δx2) (3-1)
indeed we may locally choose φ such that dx.δφ = −δx, or equivalently we may choose
φ so that δx = 0 locally. In other words, away from branchpoints, we may consider
deformations of y and B at constant projection by x.
By abuse of language we shall from now on call (0, δy, δB) the representative of
the tangent vector for which δx = 0 locally. The fact that we can choose such a
representative only locally away from branchpoints, means that δy and δB can have
poles at branchpoints (indeed there is a ratio by dx in (3-1)).
The tangent space at S is thus
TSMS+mero ∼M1(Σ)⊕ (M1(Σ)M1(Σ))sym. (3-2)
where δy is a meromorphic 1-form and δB a meromorphic symmetric bilinear differen-
tial, and both can have poles at the branchpoints of x.
Deformations are thus made of 2 parts: one that deforms the 1-form y and one that
deforms the bilinear form B. We shall decompose the B-deformation into two pieces:
a piece related to the deformation of y, and a piece not related.
Theorem 3.1 (Cycles −→ tangent vectors) We have a surjective map from the
space of cycles or pairs of cycles into the tangent space
M1(Σ)⊕ (M1(Σ)⊗M1(Σ))sym → TSMS+mero, (3-3)
that, to γ ∈M1(Σ) associates the tangent vector ∂γ such that
∂γy =
∫
γ
B
∂γB =
∫
γ
ω0,3 (3-4)
and that, to a pair (γ1, γ2) ∈M1(Σ)×M1(Σ) associates the tangent vector ∂γ1⊗γ2 such
that
∂γ1⊗γ2y = 0
∂γ1⊗γ2B =
1
2
(
Bˆ(γ1) Bˆ(γ2) + Bˆ(γ2) Bˆ(γ1)
)
. (3-5)
The 1-cycle part ∂γ is called the Rauch part. The 2-cycles part ∂γ1⊗γ2 can be called
the BCOV-like part, for a reason that we shall see later on.
proof: We need to prove that it is surjective. Consider a tangent vector (0, δy, δB).
Define γ = Cˆ(δy), and consider
δ˜B = δB −
∫
γ
ω0,3. (3-6)
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By definition [29] of ω0,3, δ˜B has no poles at branchpoints (this is Rauch variational
formula), neither at coinciding points, therefore it is a tensor product of meromorphic
forms. Define Γ˜ = (Cˆ  Cˆ)(δ˜B). Then we have
δ = ∂γ + ∂Γ˜. (3-7)

Remark 3.1 Notice that this map has a kernel, namely Ker Bˆ ⊕ (Ker Bˆ ⊗ Ker Bˆ)sym. It
is thus not injective.
Remark 3.2 [Rauch variational formula] Consider a family of spectral curves, S =
(Σ, x, y, B) where B is choosen to be the fundamental 2nd kind differential [33, 58] on
the curve Σ equipped with a Torelli marking – this B is sometimes called the Bergman
or Bergman-Schiffer kernel [7] –. In other words, B is determined by (Σmarked, x, y), and thus
gets deformed under deformations of (Σmarked, x, y), at fixed marking.
Consider a deformation δ i.e. a tangent vector to that family. It induces a deformation
δy = Ω with Ω a meromorphic 1-form, and choosing γ = Cˆ(Ω), we have
δy = Ω =
∫
Cˆ(Ω)
B. (3-8)
Then, Rauch’s variational formula [60] implies that
δB =
∫
Cˆ(Ω)
ω0,3. (3-9)
In other words, ∂γ are tangent deformations that conserve the fundamental 2nd kind differ-
ential.
Proposition 3.1 (Curvature) The Lie derivatives satisfy the following Lie algebra:
[∂γ1 , ∂γ2 ] = 0. (3-10)
[∂γ1⊗γ2 , ∂γ3⊗γ4 ] = pii
(
γ3 ∩ γ1 ∂γ2⊗γ4 + γ3 ∩ γ2 ∂γ1⊗γ4
+γ4 ∩ γ1 ∂γ2⊗γ3 + γ4 ∩ γ2 ∂γ1⊗γ3
)
(3-11)
[∂γ2⊗γ3 , ∂γ1 ] = pii ((γ1 ∩ Π(γ2)) ∂γ3 + (γ1 ∩ Π(γ3)) ∂γ2) . (3-12)
proof: easy computation. 
The tangent space is isomorphic to the quotient of the space of cycles by Ker Bˆ ⊕
(Ker Bˆ ⊗ Ker Bˆ)sym, and thus the space of cycles is ”twice larger” than the tangent
space. Only a Lagragian submanifold of the space of cycles should actually be indenti-
fied to the tangent space. And indeed, restricted to a Lagrangian space of cycles, the
curvature (3-12) vanishes.
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Theorem 3.2 (proved in [29]) The invariants ωg,n for (g, n) 6= (0, 0) are deformed
as
∂γωg,n =
∫
γ
ωg,n+1. (3-13)
∂γ1⊗γ2ωg,n(z1, . . . , zn) =
1
2
∫
z∈γ1
∫
z′∈γ2
(
ωg−1,n+2(z, z′, z1, . . . , zn)
+
′∑
h+h′=g
IunionmultiI′={z1,...,zn}
ωh,1+#I(z, I)ωh′,1+#I′(z
′, I ′)
)
. (3-14)
where
∑′ in the last line means excluding the 2 terms (h, I) = (0, ∅) and (h′, I ′) = (0, ∅).
For the Fgs we have
g = 1 : ∂γ1⊗γ2F1 =
1
2
(∮
γ1
∮
γ2
B +
∮
γ2
∮
γ1
B
)
= 2piiQ(γ1, γ2), (3-15)
g > 1 : ∂γ1⊗γ2Fg = ∂γ1∂γ2Fg−1 +
g−1∑
h=1
∂γ1Fh∂γ2Fg−h
(3-16)
Remark 3.3 It would be tempting to define F0 = ω0,0 in such a way that ∂γF0 =
∮
γ ω0,1 =∮
γ y. The problem is that
∂γi
∮
γj
y − ∂γj
∮
γi
y =
∮
γj
∮
γi
B −
∮
γi
∮
γj
B = 2pii γj ∩ γi (3-17)
which can be 6= 0. However, it vanishes on any Lagrangian sub-manifold.
Recall that the space of cycles is in some sense twice larger than the tangent space, only
a Lagragian submanifold of the space of cycles should actually be indentified to the tangent
space. In other words, we could define F0 such that ∂γF0 =
∫
γ ω0,1 only for γ in a certain
Lagrangian submanifold. We shall do it in section 3.4 below.
3.2 Hirota derivatives of spectral curves
We define
Definition 3.2 (Hirota derivative) We define, for any generic smooth z ∈ Σ:
∆z = dx(z) ∂Bz,1 (3-18)
where Bz,1 ∈M1(Σ,Z) is the 2nd kind cycle defined in (2-18) with p = z and k = 1
Bz,1 = 1
2pii
Cz.
(
z′ 7→ (x(z′)− x(z))−1) . (3-19)
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Theorem 3.3 ([29]) We have
∆z2y(z1) = B(z1, z2). (3-20)
And more generally, the Hirota derivative acts on the invariants by shifting n→ n+ 1,
i.e. we have, ∀ (g, n) 6= (0, 0):
∆z ωg,n(S; z1, . . . , zn) = ωg,n+1(S; z1, . . . , zn, z). (3-21)
In other words
∂γωg,n =< γ,∆z ωg,n >=
∫
γ
∆zωg,n. (3-22)
We shall sometimes denote it:
∂γ =< γ,∆z >=
∫
γ
∆z. (3-23)
proof: (3-20) is immediate from the definition. For all invariants it is proved in [29].

Remark 3.4 In the matrix model literature ∆z was named the ”insertion operator”.
Remark 3.5 Link to the usual Hirota notation
Consider a meromorphic 1-form y written in a neighborhood of a pole p, in a local
coordinate ξp(z) = (x(z)− x(p))1/orderp(x), as
y =
dp∑
k=0
tp,kξ
−k−1
p dξp + analytic at p (3-24)
whose coefficients tp,k =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,k y are called the KP times.
If z is near the pole p, the shift by Bz,1 amounts to
y(z′) → y(z′) + dξp(z)Bˆ(Bz,1)(z′)
= y(z′) + 
1
(ξp(z)− ξp(z′))2 dξp(z)dξp(z
′) + analytic at z′ → p
∼ y(z′) + 
∞∑
k=1
kξp(z)
k−1ξp(z′)−k−1dξp(z)dξp(z′)
(3-25)
and thus, locally near p, the Taylor–Laurent expansion of the Hirota derivation operator is
(locally, not globally) the familiar infinite sum of time derivatives
∆z ∼
∞∑
k=1
kξp(z)
k−1dξp(z)
∂
∂tp,k
. (3-26)
However, we should keep in mind that this is only a Taylor–Laurent expansion near p and
this has no meaning far away from p.
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3.3 Loop equations and W operators
We denote A ⊂k B if A ⊂ B and #A = k. From now on we assume that deg x is finite.
We define
Definition 3.3 (W operators) For x ∈
◦
Σ we define the operators W0 = Id and for
k ≥ 1:
Wk(x) = x∗
∑
I⊂kx−1(x)
∏
z′∈I
∆z′ , (3-27)
and for (x, y) a point in the total cotangent bundle of
◦
Σ, i.e. x ∈
◦
Σ and y ∈ T ∗x
◦
Σ, we
define the operator
W(x, y) =
deg x∑
k=0
(−1)kydeg x−kWk(x) =
∏
z∈x−1(x)
(y − x∗∆z). (3-28)
Notice that Wk = 0 if k > deg x.
Denote also:
Pk(S;x) = x∗
∑
{z1,...,zk}⊂kx−1(x)
y(z1) . . . y(zk), (3-29)
it is a kth-order differential on the base x ∈
◦
Σ, it has singularities at the projections of
the singularities of y.
Definition 3.4 We define, for y ∈ T ∗x
◦
Σ:
P (S;x, y) =
deg x∑
k=0
(−1)kydeg x−kPk(S, x) =
deg x∏
z∈x−1(x)
(y − x∗y(z)). (3-30)
and
Py(S;x, y) =
deg x−1∑
k=0
(−1)k(deg x− k) ydeg x−k−1Pk(S, x). (3-31)
P ′(S; z) = Py(S;x, y)x=x(z), y=y(z)
=
deg x−1∑
k=0
(−1)k(deg x− k) y(z)deg x−k−1Pk(S, x(z)) = Py(S; x(z), y(z)).
(3-32)
Remark that P ′(S; z) vanishes whenever 2 or more branches meet, in particular
it vanishes at all ramification points. It vanishes also at double points, i.e. where 2
branches cross, these can also be seen as nodal points, or as cycles that have been
pinched.
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In order to take double points into account, we need to slightly enlarge H1(Σ,Z)
(the space of 1st kind cycles) to include all possible Ω that can arise in def.3.6 below,
that is:
Definition 3.5 Let H1
′
(Σ,C) be the space of 1-forms that have no poles at ramification
points, and whose product with P ′(S; z) has no pole at the zeros of P ′(S; z).
Let H ′1(Σ,C) be the space generated by 1st kind cycles, and by 3rd kind cycles with
boundary at self–intersection points, and 2nd kind cycles surrounding self-intersection
points, with degree lower than that of P ′(S; z).
H1
′
(Σ,C) is the image by Bˆ of H ′1(Σ,C).
In the case where the spectral curve is a Lagrangian embedding Σ → T ∗
◦
Σ , z 7→
(x(z), y(z)) into the cotangent space of
◦
Σ, there is no double point, all zeros of P ′(S; z)
are ramification points, and then
H ′1(Σ) = H1(Σ) , H ′1(Σ) = H1(Σ). (3-33)
Otherwise, the zeros of P ′(S; z) that are not ramification points, are self–intersections
of the immersion of Σ ↪→ T ∗
◦
Σ, they are in some sense pinched cycles, and it is natural
to enlarge the space of holomorphic forms to include the forms duals to pinched cycles
as well. H ′1(Σ,Z) is thus the space of non-contractible cycles together with pinched
cycles, in other words, H ′1(Σ,C) is the H1(Σ,C) after desingularization. The dimension
of H1
′
(Σ,C) is the number of integer points of the Newton’s polygon of P (S;x, y), i.e.
is the genus of the unpinched surface.
For example, if all zeros of P ′(S; z) are simple zeros, then H ′1(Σ,C) includes the
small circles Ap,0 around these zeros, and the 3rd kind paths γp−→p+ going from one
side of the pinched cycle to the other.
Equipped with these notations we define the notion of ”loop equations”:
Definition 3.6 (Loop equations) A local section f of a line bundle over the sub-
space MS+mero is said to be solution of loop equations iff:
•
∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ deg x , Wk(x).f(S) (3-34)
is a holomorphic kth-order differential on the base
◦
Σ, that has no poles at branch-
points.
• The 1-form
Ω(S; z)(f) = 1
P ′(S; z) W(x, y).f(S)
∣∣∣∣
x=x(z), y=x∗y(z)
(3-35)
belongs to H ′1(Σ).
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Very often in the CFT literature the first condition, saying that the operator Wk
is holomorphic on the base
◦
Σ, is written as
∂¯ Wk = 0, (3-36)
and is called ”Ward identity”. This is in some sense equivalent to ”Virasoro” constraints
(k = 2) and W–algebra constraints.
We have the obvious lemma
Lemma 3.1 Loop equations are C–linear, i.e. if 2 sections f and f˜ satisfy loop equa-
tions, then so does af + bf˜ (with a and b fixed complex numbers, not sections).
Below, we shall define some ”partition functions” and ”Tau functions” that are
solutions of loop equations.
3.3.1 W′ operators
It is also very useful to define the following operators (contrarily to the Wk(x) that
live on the base curve x ∈
◦
Σ, these live on the curve Σ):
Definition 3.7 (W′ operators) For z ∈ Σ we define the operators W′0(z) = 0 and
when k ≥ 1:
W′k(z) =
∑
I⊂kx−1(x(z))−{z}
∏
z′∈I
∆z′ , (3-37)
and the operator
W′(z) =
deg x−1∑
k=0
(−1)ky(z)deg x−kW′k(z) =
 ∏
z∈x−1(x(z))−{z}
(y −∆z′)

y=y(z)
. (3-38)
Proposition 3.2 We have
Wk(x(z)) = W
′
k(z) + W
′
k−1(z)∆z, (3-39)
or equivalently
W(x(z), y(z)) =: (y(z)−∆z)W′(z) :, (3-40)
where the ”:( . ):” notation means that the ∆ do not act on y(z), in fact we have
W(x(z), y(z)) = y(z)W′(z)−W′(z)∆z.
The proof is obvious.
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3.4 Prepotential F0
The idea would be to define F0 so that it satisfies prop. 3.3. There exists some F0
that satisfies ∆zF0(S) = ω0,1(S; z) because ∆z′ω0,1(S; z) = B(z, z′) = ∆zω0,1(S; z′) is
symmetric. The problem is thus not the existence of F0, but uniqueness, because ∆
might have a kernel. This is also related to remark 3.3. As we mentioned there, a
definition of F0 needs to choose a Lagrangian submanifold.
Let us choose arbitrarily A(Σ,Z) ⊕ B(Σ,Z) = M1(Σ,Z) an integer Darboux de-
composition with an integer Darboux symplectic basis, and consider the basis (A′′i ,Bi)
of (2-57).
A′′i = Ai −
∑
j
Xi,jBj. (3-41)
From these, we define the times
ti =
1
2pii
∮
A′′i
y. (3-42)
Lemma 3.2 We have
∆zX = 0 , ∂γX = 0. (3-43)
∆zti = 0 if i 6= (z, 1) , ∆ztz,1 = dx , ∂γti = A′′i ∩ γ. (3-44)
∂γ1⊗γ2Xi,j =
1
2
(A′′i ∩ γ1 . A′′j ∩ γ2 +A′′i ∩ γ2 . A′′j ∩ γ1) . (3-45)
∂γ1⊗γ2A′′i = −
1
2
(A′′i ∩ γ1 .ΠB(Σ,Z)(γ2) +A′′i ∩ γ2 . ΠB(Σ,Z)(γ1)) . (3-46)
∂γ1⊗γ2B′i = 0 , ∂γ1⊗γ2τi,j = 0. (3-47)
∂γ1⊗γ2A′i = −
1
2
(A′i ∩ γ1 Π(γ2) +A′i ∩ γ2 Π(γ1)) . (3-48)
proof: In appendix E. 
The key point for us is that X and the times tis are undeformed by Rauch defor-
mations.
Definition 3.8 Define the prepotential, polarized along B(Σ,Z) as
F0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) = pii (ΠB(Σ,Z)(Cˆ(y))) ∩ Cˆ(y)
=
1
4pii
∑
i
∮
A′′i
y
∮
Bi
y
= piiQ(ΠB(Σ,Z)(Cˆ(y))),ΠB(Σ,Z)(Cˆ(y)))). (3-49)
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Proposition 3.3
∆zF0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) = y(z), (3-50)
∂γF0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) =
∮
ΠB(Σ,Z)(γ)
y, (3-51)
i.e.
∂A′′i F0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) = 0 , ∂BiF0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) =
∫
Bi
y. (3-52)
and
∂γ1⊗γ2F0,[B(Σ,Z)](S) =
∮
ΠB(Σ,Z)(γ1)
y
∮
ΠB(Σ,Z)(γ2)
y (3-53)
proof: Let ti =
1
2pii
∮
A′′i y and ηi =
∮
Bi y. We have
2∆zF0 =
∑
i
ηi∆zti +
∑
i
ti∆zηi. (3-54)
If i 6= (z, 1) we have ∆zti = 0, and if i = (z, 1) we have ∆ztz,1 = dx, and ηz,1 =
y(z)/dx(z), therefore ∑
i
ηi∆zti = ηz,1∆ztz,1 = y(z). (3-55)
Then compute ∑
i
ti∆zηi =
∮
∑
i tiBi
B =
∮
∑
i tiBi−ηiA′′i
B =
∮
Cˆ(y)
B = y, (3-56)
which completes the proof that
∆zF0 = y. (3-57)
It is obvious that
∂A′′i F0 = 0. (3-58)
Then we have
∂Bitj =
1
2pii
∮
A′′j
∮
Bi
B = A′′j ∩ Bi = δi,j, (3-59)
and Bj ∩ Bi = 0 implies that
∂Biηj =
∮
Bj
∮
Bi
B = 2piiBj ∩ Bi +
∮
Bi
∮
Bj
B =
∮
Bi
∮
Bj
B. (3-60)
This shows that∑
j
tj∂Biηj =
∮
Bi
∮
∑
j tjBj
B =
∮
Bi
∮
∑
j tjBj−ηjA′′j
B = 2pii
∮
Bi
∮
Cˆ(y)
B = 2pii
∮
Bi
y = 2pii ηi.
(3-61)
It follows that
∂BiF0 =
∮
Bi
y. (3-62)

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Proposition 3.4 (Modular transformations) Under a change of integer symplec-
tic basis(B˜
A˜
)
=
(
α β
γ δ
)
.
(B
A
)
with
(
δT −βT
−γT αT
)
.
(
α β
γ δ
)
= Id, (3-63)
we have
τ−1 = −(δ − τ˜−1β)−1(γ − τ˜−1α), (3-64)
X = −(δ − X˜β)−1(γ − X˜α), (3-65)
R = (δ − X˜β)T R˜(δ − X˜β)− (δ − X˜β)Tβ (3-66)
A˜′′i =
∑
j
(δ − X˜β)i,jA′′j . (3-67)
B˜′′i =
∑
j
(α + βX)i,jB′′j . , B′′i =
∑
j
(δ − X˜β)j,iB˜′′j . (3-68)
F0,[B˜(Σ,Z)] = F0,[B(Σ,Z)] + pii ΠL˜(Cˆ(y)) ∩ ΠL(Cˆ(y)) = F0,[B(Σ,Z)] + pii
∑
i,j
t˜iβi,jtj. (3-69)
This implies
Corollary 3.1 F0 depends only on the choice of the Lagrangian submanifold B(Σ,Z),
it is independent of the choice of its symplectic complement A(Σ,Z), and it is indepen-
dent of a choice of basis of B(Σ,Z).
proof: Indeed, changing A(Σ,Z) with fixed B(Σ,Z) is done by α = δ = Id, β = 0.
And changing the basis of B(Σ,Z) with fixed A(Σ,Z) is done with β = 0 and α
arbitrary with δ = (αT )−1. Both have β = 0 so that F0 is unchanged. 
Remark 3.6 The F0 defined in [29] is a special case of this construction. Indeed in [29], the
spectral curve was assumed algebraic, with Σ compact and equipped with a Torelli marking:
a choice of symplectic basis Ai,Bi of H1(Σ,Z). B was choosen as the ”Bergman” kernel, the
fundamental 2nd kind differential normalized on A-cycles. The Lagrangian corresponding to
the definition of [29] is the one generated by all B-cycles of 1st, 2nd and 3rd kind.
3.5 Shifted spectral curve
At each spectral curve we have defined a ”tangent” space. We now want to define
tangent vector fields (and not only tangent vectors pointwise), we need to compare
tangent vectors of different spectral curves, we thus need a connexion on the tangent
bundle. In our case the tangent bundle is realized from the bundle of cycles M1(Σ,Z),
which is a rigid lattice, thus not deformable, with a trivial connexion. This uniquely
defines how to transport an integer cycle, and extend a tangent vector to a tangent
vector field in a neighborhood of S. This allows to integrate flows.
Let us do it in details as the following proposition
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Proposition 3.5 Let S = [(Σ, x, y, B)] be a spectral curve, and γ ∈ M1(Σ,Z) an
integer cycle.
There exists a radius R > 0, such that, there exists a unique 1-parameter family
of spectral curves holomorphic on the disc t ∈ D0,R = {|t| < R}, with constant base
◦
Σt =
◦
Σ, and such that
S0 = S
St = (Σt, xt, yt, Bt)
dyt
dt
=
∮
γ
Bt
dBt
dt
=
∮
γ
ω0,3(St). (3-70)
In other words d/dt = ∂γ.
We denote it:
St = S + tγ, (3-71)
or also
St = et∂γS. (3-72)
proof: As mentioned at the beginning of section 3, there is a subspace MS+mero of
spectral curves with the same base as
◦
Σ, which is a differentiable analytic manifold.
Let γ denote a representative of the integer cycle γ on Σ, and let x(γ) be its image
by x in a universal cover of the base
◦
Σ with cuts at the branchpoints.
If S and S˜ are two spectral curves in MS+mero, whose branchpoints and poles are
not on x(γ), then one uniquely defines a cycle ∈M1(S˜), also denoted γ, by
γ = x˜∗(x(γ)), (3-73)
by first pushing the representative of γ to the universal cover of the base
◦
Σ, and pull
it back to Σ˜. There is a neighborhood of S such that the branchpoints and poles are
never on x(γ).
In it, one can define the tangent vector field d/dt = ∂γ, such that dy/dt = Bˆ(γ) =∮
γ
B. The spectral curve St is obtained by flowing S along that tangent vector field.
A radius of convergence is reached typically when a branchpoint, moving with the
flow, has to cross x(γ). Explicit examples will be given in section 7.

Also, remark that the flows commute (∂γ∂γ′S − ∂γ′∂γS = 0) and thus
(S + tγ) + t′γ′ = (S + t′γ′) + tγ = S + (tγ + t′γ′), (3-74)
except for 3rd kind cycles because these don’t commute, we shall study the case of 3rd
kind cycles in greater details below in section 3.5.1
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Proposition 3.6 (Shifted spectral curve) For an integer cycle γ ∈ M1(Σ,Z) we
have
ωg,n(S + αγ) = ωg,n(S) +
∞∑
m=1
αm
m!
m integrations︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
γ
· · ·
∫
γ
ωg,n+m(S) . (3-75)
The series is absolutely convergent in a disc |α| < R with some R > 0.
This can formally be written:
eα∂γ = eα
∫
z∈γ ∆z (3-76)
(again a special care is needed for 3rd kind cycles, see section 3.5.1.)
proof: This is just Taylor expansion. 
3.5.1 Sato shifted spectral curve
For 3rd kind cycles we define:
Definition 3.9 (Sato shift) Let γp2→p1 be an integer 3rd kind cycle with boundary
divisor [p1]− [p2]. For t small enough we have defined the Sato-shifted spectral curve
S + tγp2→p1 . (3-77)
More generally, let D ∈ Div0(Σ) be a divisor D =
∑k
i=1 αipi on Σ, of degree
degD =
∑
i αi = 0. We also introduce a norm ||D||2 =
∑
i |αi|2.
Let us choose a (non-unique) complex linear combination (non commutative and
non associative) of integer chains γ1, . . . , γk with boundary D:
γD = t1γ1 + (t2γ2 + (t3γ3 + · · ·+ tkγk) . . . )) ∂γD =
k∑
i=1
ti∂γi = D. (3-78)
Thus one may construct, for ||D|| small enough
S + γD = (. . . ((S + t1γ1) + t2γ2) + . . . ) + tkγk. (3-79)
One should keep in mind that the sum is not associative nor commutative and thus
depends on the order of summation.
Remark 3.7 A typical way of choosing such a set of chains, is called a ”channel” in CFT:
an oriented trivalent tree ending at the pis and with vertices vis, the chains being the edges,
ordered by following the tree from root to leaves.
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Remark 3.8 As we shall illustrate below, the shifted spectral curve S + tγp2→p1 is often
not in the same subspace as S, typically the shift breaks the symmetries. If S is a Hitchin
system’s spectral curve for a group G, then most often S + γ will be a Hitchin system’s
spectral curve for a larger group containing G, most often it will have only the ⊂ GLdeg x(C)
symmetry. And of course the shift adds new poles, that are simple poles, so generically it
changes the cohomology class of y.
In other words, trying to work in a restricted subspace of spectral curves (for instance
Hitchin systems) prevents from performing Sato shifts, and is often damaging regarding the
powerful Sato’s formalism, as we will see below.
Remark 3.9 Link to the usual Sato notation: Like in remark 3.5, write y in a neigh-
borhood of a pole p, in a local coordinate ξp(z) = (x(z)− x(p))1/orderp(x), as
y =
dp∑
k=0
tp,kξ
−k−1
p dξp + analytic at p (3-80)
with tp,k the KP times. Then if one considers a 3rd kind cycle γp2→p1 with boundary
∂γp2→p1 = [p1] − [p2] =
∑
i αi[pi] at p1, p2 with α1 = 1 = −α2, and if some at pi, i = 1, 2 is
close to p, with local coordinates zi = ξp(pi), we have, as power series of zi:∫
γp2→p1
B ∼
∑
i
αi
dξp
ξp − zi + analytic at p
∼
∑
i
αi
∞∑
k=0
zki ξ
−k−1
p dξp + analytic at p
(3-81)
In other words the Sato shift locally (but in general not globally) amounts to
tp,k → tp,k +
∑
i
αiz
k
i . (3-82)
This is usually denoted
tp → tp ± [zi] , [zi] = (1, z1, z21 , z31 , z41 , . . . ) , ± = αi = ±1. (3-83)
Corollary 3.2 (Sato shift) Let γD a third kind cycle with boundary divisor D, writ-
ten as a non-commutative complex linear combination of integer chains
γD =
∑
i
tiγqi→pi . (3-84)
we have
ωg,n(S + αγD) = ωg,n(S) +
∞∑
m=1
αm
m!
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
γD
· · ·
∫
γD
ωg,n+m(S) . (3-85)
The series is absolutely convergent in a disc |α| < R for some R > 0.
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Notice that if (g, n + m) 6= (0, 2), the integrals are independent of the order of
integration because ωg,n+m has no pole at coinciding point, and thus independent of
the order in which the relative homologies are defined in γD, i.e. we can ignore the
non–associativity and non–commutativity of γD.
In the case (0, 2) however, we need to order the points of the divisor D =
∑k
i=1 αi[pi]
and write, in this order
γD =
k−1∑
j=1
αjγpk→pj , (3-86)
and we have (we use the regularized integration along 3rd kind cycles, given in appendix
A)
e
1
2
∫
γD
∫
γD
ω0,2 =
k−1∏
j=1
k∏
i=j+1
E(γpj→pk − γpi→pk)αiαj
k∏
i=1
(i dx(pi))
− 1
2
α2i (3-87)
where E is the prime form on Σ (see [33]). For example for a single chain αγp2→p1 ,
with boundary D = α[p1]− α[p2]
e
1
2
∫
γD
∫
γD
ω0,2 =
1(
E(γp1→p2)
√−dx(p1)dx(p2))α2 . (3-88)
If the divisor is integer, i.e. all αi ∈ Z, since
∑
i αi = 0 we see that
∑
i α
2
i ∈ 2Z is even,
and we have ∏
i
dx(pi)
α2i /2 e
1
2
∫
γD
∫
γD
ω0,2 =
(−1) 12
∑
i α
2
i∏
i<j E(γpi→pj)
−αiαj , (3-89)
which is a spinor form.
3.6 Hirota equations
Definition 3.10 A functional f on the (local meromorphic subspace) space of spectral
curves, is said to satisfy Hirota equations iff at all branchpoints a, and for every generic
p, p′q, q′, one has
Res
z→a
f(S + γq→z + γq′→p) f(S + γz→p′) = 0 (3-90)
remember that with (3-89), the shift by a 3rd kind cycle is a spinor 1/2-form, and thus
the product is a 1-form.
If we write locally S + γq→z + γq′→p = S˜ + [z] + [u] and S + γz→p′ = S˜ − [z]− [u], this
would read in the more familiar way:
Res
z→a
f(S˜ + [z] + [u]) f(S˜ − [z]− [u]) = 0 (3-91)
Our goal from now on, will be to try to find a solution to these Hirota equations.
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4 Perturbative definition of the Tau function
The idea is that we would like to define a ”Tau function” – for the moment we shall
call it ”partition function” – as:
Z(S) = e
∑∞
g=0 Fg(S), (4-1)
but of course we have to give a meaning to the infinite sum.
Using the homogeneity of Fg, we may rescale the spectral curve and write
Z(−1S) = e
∑∞
g=0 Fg(−1S) = e
∑∞
g=0 
2g−2Fg(S). (4-2)
In other words, we shall consider the limit of ”Large spectral curves” – by rescaling
with −1 for a small  –, and write the Tau function and amplitudes as formal series
in power of . In the context of integrable systems like KdV or KP,  is called the
”dispersion” parameter, in the context of matrix model it is the inverse size of the
matrix  = 1/N , in the context of topological strings, it is the string coupling constant
 = gs.
Therefore we shall here define all our amplitudes as formal series of some formal
variable . We shall see in [?] how to proceed for finite .
4.1 Definition of the perturbative partition function
All definitions, theorems, propositions in this section are valid only in C[[]], i.e. co-
efficientwise in the  expansion (possibly multiplied by an exponential term in some
expressions).
Definition 4.1 (Perturbative partition function)
Z[L](−1S) =  112 deg x exp
(
−2F0,L(S) + F1(S) +
∞∑
g=2
2g−2Fg(S)
)
. (4-3)
In other words logZ[L] is defined as a formal series. Recall that F0,L is defined with a
choice of integer Lagrangian submanifold L of M1(Σ,Z). From (3-69), under a change
L → L˜ we have
Z[L˜](−1S)
Z[L](−1S) = e
pii ΠL˜(Cˆ(y))∩ΠL(Cˆ(y)). (4-4)
As an immediate consequence of theorem 3.2 we have
Proposition 4.1 (Deformations) The partition function satisfies
 ∆z logZ[L](−1S) =
∞∑
g=0
2g−1ωg,1(−1S, z), (4-5)
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and
 ∂γ logZ[L](−1S) =
∫
ΠL(γ)
∞∑
g=0
2g−1ωg,1(−1S, z). (4-6)
This coincides with Seiberg-Witten relations for 1st kind deformations, with Miwa-
Jimbo for 2nd kind deformations (see section 5.4), and with the perturbative version of
Malgrange-Bertola [9] for general deformations. For example, 2nd kind deformations
of poles in a Fuchsian sln(C) system coincide with Schlessinger equations.
Proposition 4.2 (Heat kernel equation, proved in [29]) If γ1 and γ2 are in L,
the partition function satisfies(
∂γ1⊗γ2Z[L](−1S) = (∂γ1 − η1)(∂γ2 − η2))Z[L](−1S)
∣∣
ηi=
∮
ΠL(γi) y
. (4-7)
proof: Done in [29] 
These are also equivalent to BCOV equations [8].
Proposition 4.3 (Dilaton equation, proved in [29]) The partition function sat-
isfies

dZ[L](−1S)
d
=
∑
a
Res
z→a
F0,1(z) ∆zZ[L](−1S) (4-8)
where dF0,1 = ω0,1 = y.
Proposition 4.4 For any γ ∈M1(Σ,Z),
ψ˜(−1S, γ) = Z[L](
−1S + γ)
Z[L](−1S) = e
∑
n≥1
∑∞
g=0
2g−2+n
n!
∫
γ···
∫
γ ωg,n(S) (4-9)
is independent of L.
4.1.1 Monodromies
Let γ1, γ2 be 2 integer cycles. Since
(∂γ1∂γ2 − ∂γ2∂γ1) logZ[L](−1S) = 2pii γ2 ∩ γ1 (4-10)
the parallel transport along γ1 and along γ2 don’t commute, there is a curvature. Since
the curvature is constant, the monodromy of logZ is the integral of the curvature
Z[L](−1S + t1γ1 + t2γ2 − t1γ1 − t2γ2)
Z[L](−1S) = e
2pii t1t2 γ2∩γ1 (4-11)
If t1 = t2 = 1, since intersections of integer cycles are integers, then there is no
monodromy. This shows that for integer cycles
Z[L](−1S + γ1 + γ2) = Z[L](−1S + γ2 + γ1), (4-12)
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except for 3rd kind cycles, whose intersections can be half–integer, and for 3rd kind
integer cycles one may have a sign ±, in agreement with the fact that it is a spinor
(see (3-89)):
Z[L](−1S + γ1 + γ2) = ±Z[L](−1S + γ2 + γ1). (4-13)
4.2 Loop equations
Theorem 4.1 (Loop equations) (proved in [29] and [5])
Z[L](−1S) is solution of loop equations:
Wk(x(z)).Z[L](−1S) (4-14)
has no pole at branchpoints, and
Ω(z) =
1
P ′(S; z)
(
W(x(z), y).Z[L](−1S)
)
y=y(z)
∈ H ′1(Σ). (4-15)
Proposition 4.5 If γ ∈ H ′1(Σ,Z) is a 1st kind cycle (with possibly pinched cycles) and
t ∈ C, then ftγ(−1S) = Z[L](−1(S+ tγ)) is solution of loop equations. More generally,
if γ ∈ H ′1(Σ,Z)⊗ C[[]], then fγ(−1S) = Z[L](−1S + γ) is solution of loop equations.
proof:
W(x, −1y).f(−1S + tγ)∣∣
x=x(z), y=y(z)
(4-16)
can’t have poles at branchpoints. It could have poles at the poles of y or at poles of
Bˆ(γ). If we assume γ to be of 1st kind, then Bˆ(γ) has no poles. The only remaining
possible poles are those of y, and are the same as those without shifting by γ.

4.3 Definition of the Tau function
4.3.1 Motivation for the definition
However, Z[L](−1S) is not yet our Tau function, for 3 reasons:
1. it has bad modular properties,
2. the would-be Baker-Akhiezer function Z[L](−1S + γz2→z1) depends on the ho-
motopy class of path γz2→z1 , and not just on the 2 boundary points, the divisor
∂γz2→z1 = [z1]− [z2].
3. for many spectral curves, it does not satisfy Hirota equations. Hirota equations
are in fact equivalent to the existence of a quantum curve as we shall see below.
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To cure the second point, notice that the space of integer chains with boundary
[z1]− [z2] is an affine lattice
γz2→z1 +H1(Σ,Z). (4-17)
The idea would be to consider
Zˆ(−1S) =
∑
n∈H1(Σ,Z)
Z[L](−1S + ~n) (4-18)
but remember that cycles modulo Ker Bˆ are redundant and the sum would diverge.
Therefore we want to sum only over a sublattice Λ ∈ H1(Σ,Z) that is a representent
of H1(Σ,Z) modulo Ker Bˆ. So instead we would like to define
Zˆ(−1S) =
∑
n∈Λ
Z[L](−1S + ~n). (4-19)
This partition function would be quasi–periodic both modulo Λ and Ker Bˆ, and its
Sato shifted function would depend only on the boundary divisors of the 3rd kind cycle.
Moreover we shall see that under a good choice, it would also solve Hirota equations,
and it would have nice modular properties.
4.3.2 Choice of a Lagrangian decomposition
We have 2 situations:
• Λ⊥ = H ′1(Σ,Z) ∩Ker Bˆ is a lattice, we say that B is rational.
• H ′1(Σ,Z) ∩ Ker Bˆ is not a lattice, we say that B is irrational. By shifting along
tangent vectors of type ∂γ1⊗γ2 , we can shift Ker Bˆ, and eventually, we may assume
that we have choosen a spectral curve whose B is rational.
The property of being rational or not is unaffected by Rauch deformations. On the
contrary it is changed under ∂γ1⊗γ2 deformations.
From now on, assume that S is choosen so that B is rational.
This means that
H ′1(Σ,Z) = Λ⊕ Λ⊥ , Λ⊥ ⊂ Ker Bˆ, (4-20)
where Λ and Λ⊥ are Lagrangian integer sublattices.
Definition 4.2 A characteristic is a pair χ = (Λ, ν) where Λ is an integer Lagrangian
sublattice with a complementary Λ⊥ ⊂ Ker Bˆ, and ν ∈ Λ⊥.
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4.3.3 Definition of the Tau function
Having choosen a spectral curve with a rational B and having choosen an integer
Lagrangian decomposition, we define the Tau function as
Definition 4.3 (Tau function) Given a characteristic χ = (Λ, ν), we define the Tau
function
Tχ(−1S) =
∑
n∈Λ
epii n∩ν ZΛ(−1S + n). (4-21)
We obviously have
Proposition 4.6 It is H ′1(Σ,Z) periodic – up to a sign:
∀ γ ∈ H ′1(Σ,Z) , Tχ(−1S + γ) = epii γ∩ν Tχ(−1S) = ± Tχ(−1S). (4-22)
The Tau function can be written as a formal  power series, whose coefficients are
Theta functions, so let us define
Definition 4.4 (Theta function) Let χ = (Λ, ν) a characteristic, we define the
Theta function
Θχ(u,Q) =
∑
n∈Λ
epii n∩ν e
∫
n u epiiQ(n,n) =
∑
n∈Λ
epii n∩ν e
∫
n u e
1
2
∫
n
∫
nB, (4-23)
where Q is a quadratic form, whose imaginary part is positive definite, so that the series
is absolutely convergent for any u ∈M1(Σ). We also define the Theta derivatives
Θ(k)χ (u,Q) =
∑
n∈Λ
epii n∩ν e
∫
n u epiiQ(n,n)
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
n⊗ n⊗ · · · ⊗ n ∈M1(Σ)⊗k. (4-24)
An order k Theta derivative can be contracted –with the Poincarre´ integration pairing–
with a k-form on Σk, typically with some ωg,k. For short we denote Θ
(1) = Θ′, Θ(2) =
Θ′′, Θ(3) = Θ′′′ . . .
Proposition 4.7 Expanding into powers of , we have, as a formal series of  whose
coefficients are Theta derivatives (considered as order 1):
Tχ(−1S) = ZΛ(−1S)
(
Θχ(
−1y,Q) +
∞∑
k=1
∑
2gi−2+ni>0,ni>0

∑
i(2gi−2+ni)
k!
∏
i ni!〈
Θ(
∑
i ni)
χ (
−1y,Q),
k∏
i=1
ωgi,ni(
−1S)
〉 )
. (4-25)
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To the first few orders:
Tχ(−1S) = ZΛ(−1S)
(
Θχ(
−1y,Q)
+
( 〈
Θ′χ, ω1,1
〉
+
1
6
〈
Θ′′′χ , ω0,3
〉 )
+2
(
F2Θχ +
1
2
〈
Θ′′χ, ω1,1ω1,1
〉
+
1
72
〈
Θ(6)χ , ω0,3ω0,3
〉
+
1
6
〈
Θ(4)χ , ω1,1ω0,3
〉
+
1
2
〈
Θ
′′
χ, ω1,2
〉
+
1
24
〈
Θ
′′′′
χ , ω0,4
〉)
+O(3)
)
. (4-26)
This expression was first introduced in [28, 26]. Nice diagrammatic representations of
the terms in this series are provided in [26], as well as [11].
4.4 Some properties
4.4.1 Loop equations
Since T is a linear combination of partition functions, as a corollary of theorem 4.1
and prop 4.5
Theorem 4.2 T (−1S) is solution of loop equations, and so is T (−1S + Γ) for every
Γ ∈ H ′1(Σ).
4.4.2 Modular transformations
Consider a change of Lagrangian decomposition that doesn’t change Ker Bˆ:
Λ→ Λ′ = αΛ + βΛ⊥,
Λ⊥ → Λ⊥′ = γΛ⊥, (4-27)
where α, β, γ are integer linear maps such that αTγ = Id and αβT is a symmetric
matrix.
Proposition 4.8
T(Λ′,ν′)(−1S) = ρ T(Λ,ν)(−1S) e−pii tT βt′ (4-28)
where, in a basis
ν ′ = ν +
∑
i
(αβT )iiΛ
⊥′
i mod 2Λ
⊥ (4-29)
and ρ is an 8th root of unity.
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4.4.3 The Baker-Akhiezer function
Definition 4.5 Given D an integer divisor of degree 0, we define the Baker-Akhiezer
function, as the Sato shifted Tau-function
ψˇχ(
−1S;D) = Tχ(
−1S + γD)
Tχ(−1S) . (4-30)
It depends only on D = ∂γD, not on the homology class of the 3rd kind cycle γD, thanks
to prop. 4.6. It is a spinor form, if D =
∑k
i=1 αi[zi], we have
ψˇχ(
−1S;
∑
i
αi[zi]) ∈ H0(Σk,iKα
2
i /2
Σ ). (4-31)
It has poles at zi = zj of degree −αiαj.
In the formal  expansion, the first orders coincide with the twisted Szego¨ kernel:
ψˇχ(
−1S;D) = e
1
~
∫
γD
y
e−γD∩ΠΛ(Cˆ(y)))
E(D)
Θχ(
−1y + Bˆ(γD),Q)
Θχ(−1y,Q)
(
1 +O()
)
(4-32)
where we recall that
E(
∑
i
αi[zi]) =
∏
i<j
E(zi, zj)
−αiαj = e−
1
2
∫
γD
∫
γD
B
. (4-33)
5 Quantum curve, KZ and Hirota
Our goal is to show that, appropriately shifted, the Tau function satisfies the Hirota
equation. We prove it by first deriving a ”quantum curve”, a quantization of the
spectral curve into a differential operator, annihilating the Sato shifted Tau function
(the Baker-Akhiezer function).
5.1 Preliminaries: Loop equations for Z
We notice that a 1st kind deformation ∂Γ of the spectral curve, deforms P (x, y)
((3-29) in def 3.3) only through terms inside its Newton’s polygon, i.e. the 1-form
∂ΓP (x, y)/Py(x, y)|x=x(z),y=y(z) is a 1st kind form ∈ H ′1(Σ). This defines a (non–linear)
bijection between 1st kind forms and 1st kind cycles. We state it as the lemma
Lemma 5.1 The map Ωˆ:
Ωˆ : H ′1(Σ,Z)⊗ C/Ker Bˆ → H ′1(Σ,C)
Γ 7→ P (S − Γ;x, y)
Py(S;x, y)
∣∣∣∣
x=x(z), y=y(z)
= Ωˆ(Γ; z)
(5-1)
is well defined and invertible in a neighborhood of zero.
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proof: First observe that adding an element of Ker Bˆ to Γ doesn’t change the right
hand side, so the map indeed descends to the quotient by Ker Bˆ.
We have
Ωˆ(Γ + tγ) = Ωˆ(Γ) + tBˆ(S − Γ, γ) +O(t2) (5-2)
so the differential is dΩˆ = BˆS−Γ, which is invertible with inverse dΩˆ−1 = CˆS−Γ. There-
fore, there is a non-empty neighborhood of zero in which the map is invertible.
Loosely speaking, it is solution of the ODE dΩˆ/dΓ = Bˆ or dΓ/dΩˆ = Cˆ. 
From theorem 4.1, we know that the polynomial W(x, y).ZΛ(−1S) differs also from
the classical spectral curve by a 1st kind deformation in H ′1(Σ), this leads to
Corollary 5.1 For every spectral curve S, there exists ΓS ∈ H ′1(Σ) such that
1
ZΛ(−1S)W(x, y).ZΛ(
−1S) = P (−1S − Γ−1S ;x, y) (5-3)
To leading order in  we have
ΓS =  Cˆ
ω1,1(S; z)− ∑
z′∈x−1(x(z))−{z}
ω0,2(S; z, z′)
y(z)− y(z′)
+O(3) (5-4)
One can easily check that indeed the 1-form in the brackets has no pole at branchpoints
and belongs to H ′1(Σ,C).
What we have seen is that in general,
1
ZΛ(−1S)W(x, y).ZΛ(
−1S) 6= P (−1S;x, y). (5-5)
However, in almost all cases where quantum curves could be derived in the litterature
[6, 21, 57, 37, 13, 5, 59], the 2 polynomials were in fact equal.
Therefore we shall look for a small (of order O()) shift that makes them equal.
5.2 Shift of the spectral curve
Having choosen an integer Lagrangian decomposition
H ′1(Σ,Z) = Λ⊕ Λ⊥ , Λ⊥ ⊂ Ker Bˆ, (5-6)
notice that
H ′1(Σ,C)/(Λ⊕ Λ⊥) (5-7)
is compact, it is a torus.
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Lemma 5.2 For every spectral curve S, there exists Γ˜S ∈ H ′1(Σ,C)/Λ⊥ such that
1
Tχ(−1S)W(x, y).Tχ(
−1S) = P (−1S − Γ˜−1S ;x, y). (5-8)
and
Γ˜−1S+n = Γ˜−1S + n ∀ n ∈ Λ. (5-9)
To leading order we have
Γ˜−1S =
Θ′χ(
−1y,Q)
Θχ(−1y,Q) +O() (5-10)
proof: We write
1
Tχ(−1S)W(x, y).Tχ(
−1S)
=
1
Tχ(−1S)
∑
n∈Λ
W(x, y).ZΛ(−1S + n)
=
1
Tχ(−1S)
∑
n∈Λ
ZΛ(−1S + n)P (−1S + n− Γ−1S+n;x, y)
=
∑
n∈Λ
ZΛ(−1S + n)
Tχ(−1S) P (
−1S + n− Γ−1S+n;x, y)
= Q(x, y)
(5-11)
where Q is such that
Q(x(z), y(z))
Py(−1S; x(z), y(z)) ∈ H
′1(Σ,C) (5-12)
so that we can use lemma 5.1, and deduce the existence of Γ˜S . Q is invariant under a
shift −1S → −1S + n for n ∈ Λ, therefore
−1S − Γ˜−1S = −1S + n− Γ˜−1S+n, (5-13)
which implies that
Γ˜−1S+n = Γ˜−1S + n. (5-14)

Lemma 5.3 The map γ 7→ γ + Γ˜−1S−γ mod Λ must have a fixed point that we shall
denote < −1S >, such that
Γ˜−1S−<−1S> ∈ Λ. (5-15)
To leading orders we have
< −1S > = Cˆ
(
− ω1,1(z) + 1
2
∑
z′∈x−1(x(z))−{z}
B(z, z′)
y(z)− y(z′)
)
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+

2
Cˆ
 ∑
z′∈x−1(x(z))−{z}
1
y(z)− y(z′) Bˆ  Bˆ(
Θ′′
Θ
− Θ
′
Θ
⊗ Θ
′
Θ
, z, z′)

+O(2). (5-16)
proof: Starting from γ1 = 0, define recursively
γn+1 = γn + Γ˜−1S−γn mod Λ. (5-17)
This defines an infinite sequence in the compact torus H ′1(Σ,C)/(Λ ⊕ Λ⊥), and com-
pacity implies that this sequence must have at least one accumulation point. The
accumulation point must be a fixed point. 
As an immediate corollary we get (we call it theorem rather than corollary because
it is the main result)
Theorem 5.1 We have
1
Tχ(−1S− < −1S >)W(x, y).Tχ(
−1S− < −1S >)) = P (−1S− < −1S >;x, y).
(5-18)
In other words, we have shifted the spectral curve S → S −  < −1S > in such
a way that the loop equations polynomial coincides with the classical spectral curve.
The set of spectral curves for which < −1S >= 0 mod H1(Σ,Z) is a discrete subset.
We call these the ”integral” spectral curves. We shall denote
b−1Sc = −1S− < −1S > (5-19)
and call it the ”integer part” of −1S. < −1S > is called the ”fractional part” of −1S.
To summarize, any spectral curve is at distance O() from an integral spectral curves,
and we are going to find a quantum curve, for integral spectral curves.
5.2.1 The Baker-Akhiezer function
Definition 5.1 Given D an integer divisor of degree 0, we define the Baker-Akhiezer
function, as the Sato shifted Tau-function
ψχ(
−1S;D) = ψˇχ(b−1Sc;D) = Tχ(b
−1Sc+ γD)
Tχ(b−1Sc) . (5-20)
It depends only on D = ∂γD, not on the homology class of the 3rd kind cycle γD.
Since we shall now work at fixed spectral curve and fixed characteristic, we shall
write for short
ψ(D) = ψχ(
−1S;D). (5-21)
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5.3 Quantum curve and KZ equations
Let D =
∑`
i=1 αi[zi] be a divisor of degree 0. Here we assume that
◦
Σ = C¯ the Riemann
sphere.
Definition 5.2 We define
ψk,αi(zi;D) =
1
Tχ(b−1Sc+ γ0)W
′
k(zi).Tχ(b−1Sc+ γ0 + γD) (5-22)
and when k = 0 we denote
ψ0,αi(zi;D) = ψ(D). (5-23)
ψk,αi (zi;D)
ψ(D)
is a kthorder form in the variable zi and scalar in the other variables.
5.3.1 KZ equations
Theorem 5.2 (KZ equation) If αi = ±1 we have
αi dziψk,αi(zi;D) = Pk+1(x(zi))ψ(D)− ψk+1,αi(zi;D)
−
∑
j 6=i
αj
ψk,αi(zi;D)− ψk,αj(zj;D)
x(zi)− x(zj) (5-24)
In particular
αidziψ(D) = P1(x(zi))ψ(D)− ψ1,αi(zi;D) (5-25)
proof: This is the same proof presented in [13]. It relies on theorem 5.1.

Remark 5.1 [KZ equations] We call it KZ (Knizhnik-Zamlodchikov) equations for reasons
that will be apparent below in corollary 5.3, where it will indeed take the familiar form of
KZ equations.
Remark 5.2 [Link with CFT] The proof needs that
αi =
1
αi
(5-26)
i.e. αi = ±1. In a more general CFT context with backgroud charge Q, we would need
αi − 1αi = iQ, showing that iαi must be a ”degenerate charge”.
Corollary 5.2 If we choose D = [z]− [z′], we have
dzψk,+(z; [z]− [z′]) = Pk+1(x(z))ψ([z]− [z′])− ψk+1,+(z; [z]− [z′])
+
ψk,+(z; [z]− [z′])− ψk,−(z′; [z]− [z′])
x(z)− x(z′)
−dz′ψk,−(z′; [z]− [z′]) = Pk+1(x(z′))ψ([z]− [z′])− ψk+1,−(z′; [z]− [z′])
+
ψk,+(z; [z]− [z′])− ψk,−(z′; [z]− [z′])
x(z)− x(z′) . (5-27)
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Corollary 5.3 There are linear operators, polynomials of yˆ and yˆ′
Aˆk,±(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′) (5-28)
such that
ψk,+(z; [z]− [z′]) = Aˆk,+(x(z), dz; x(z′),−dz′).ψ([z]− [z′])
ψk,−(z′; [z]− [z′]) = Aˆk,−(x(z), dz; x(z′),−dz′).ψ([z]− [z′]). (5-29)
They satisfy the recursion
Aˆ0,± = Id
Aˆk+1,+(x, yˆ;x
′, yˆ′) = Px+1(x)− yˆAˆk,+(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′)
+

x− x′
(
Aˆk,+(x, yˆ;x
′, yˆ′)− Aˆk,−(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′)
)
Aˆk+1,−(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′) = Px+1(x′)− yˆ′Aˆk,−(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′)
+

x− x′
(
Aˆk,+(x, yˆ;x
′, yˆ′)− Aˆk,−(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′)
)
. (5-30)
They are such that
Aˆk,−(x, yˆ;x′, yˆ′) = Aˆk,+(x′, yˆ′;x, yˆ). (5-31)
The operators Aˆd,± annihilate ψ([z]− [z′]):
Aˆd,±(z, dz; z′,−dz′).ψ([z]− [z′]) = 0. (5-32)
We have
degyˆ Aˆk,+ = k , degyˆ′ Aˆk,+ ≤ k − 1. (5-33)
Example:
Aˆ0,± = 1 , Aˆ1,+ = P1(x)− yˆ, (5-34)
Aˆ2,+ = P2(x)− yˆP1(x) + yˆ2 +  P1(x)− P1(x
′)
x− x′ −

x− x′ (yˆ − yˆ
′) (5-35)
Aˆ3,+ = P3(x)− yˆP2(x) + yˆ2P1(x)− yˆ3 +  P2(x)− P2(x
′)
x− x′
− yˆ P1(x)− P1(x
′)
x− x′ −

x− x′ (yˆP1(x)− yˆ
′P1(x′))
+ yˆ

x− x′ (yˆ − yˆ
′) +

x− x′ (yˆ
2 − yˆ′2) (5-36)
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5.3.2 Quantum curve
The KZ equations are PDE, they involve both d/dx and d/dx′ derivative operators.
By elimination, we shall find an ODE, involving only d/dx.
Let us decompose into powers of yˆ′:
Aˆd,+ =
k−1∑
l=0
Aˆl(x, yˆ;x
′)yˆ′l (5-37)
Aˆd,− =
k∑
l=0
Bˆl(x, yˆ;x
′)yˆ′l. (5-38)
and define
yˆ′lψ = ψ(l)(x, x′). (5-39)
and the vector
~ψ = (ψ(0), . . . , ψ(d−1)). (5-40)
Theorem 5.3 The following d× d matrix of operators annihilates the vector ~ψ(x, x′):
∀ k = 0, . . . , d− 1 :
d−1∑
l=0
Lˆk,l(x, yˆ;x
′)ψ(l) = 0. (5-41)
The operators Lˆk,l are defined by the recursion
Lˆ0,l = Aˆl (5-42)
Lˆk+1,l = Lˆk,l−1 − dLˆk,l
dx′
− Lˆk,d−1Bˆl. (5-43)
Each Lˆk,l is polynomial of yˆ of degree ≤ d, with
Lˆk,l(x, yˆ;x
′) = δk,lyˆd +
d−1∑
j=0
Lk,l,j(x, x
′)yˆj. (5-44)
proof: Simple computation 
Corollary 5.4 The vector of dimension d2, with coordinates (yˆj yˆ′kψ)0≤≤d−1, satisfies
a 1st order matricial ODE
∀ j = 0, . . . , d− 2 :  d
dx
ψ(k,j) = ψ(k,j+1)

d
dx
ψ(k,d−1) = −
∑
0≤l,j≤d−1
Lˆk,l,j(x, x
′)ψ(l,j). (5-45)
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As a consequence, ψ([z]− [z′]) satisfies an ODE of order d2, whose coefficients are
rational functions of x and x′. The only possible poles, are either at x = x′ or at poles
of some Pk(x) or Pk(x
′). In particular there can be no pole at branchpoints.
Theorem 5.4 (Quantum curve)
dim Ker Aˆd,+ ∩Ker Aˆd,− = d2. (5-46)
A basis of solutions is given by:
ψ([zi(x)]− [zj(x′)]) (5-47)
with zi(x) (resp. zj(x′)) the d solutions of x(zi(x)) = x (resp. x(zj(x′)) = x′).
Moreover, there exists some ordinary differential operators, of order d2 with coeffi-
cients rational in x and x′, and regular at branchpoints, that annihilate ψ,
Rˆd2,+(x, yˆ;x
′).ψ = 0 , Rˆd2,−(x;x
′, yˆ′).ψ = 0. (5-48)
proof: Aˆd,+ is a polynomial of yˆ
′ of degree d − 1, and Aˆd,− is a polynomial of yˆ′
of degree d, whose coefficients are polynomials of yˆ and functions of x and x′. We
can eliminate yˆ′ and arrive to a polynomial of yˆ only, annihilating ψ. It is a non-
commutative resultant of (x− x′)Aˆd,+ and Aˆd,−:
Rˆd2,+ = Resultantyˆ′((x− x′)Aˆd,+, Aˆd,−). (5-49)
It is a polynomial of the coefficients of Aˆd,± and thus a polynomial of y. The highest
power of yˆ is found by keeping only the terms with highest power of yˆ at each step, and
since the highest power of y’s coefficient is constant, the highest power of yˆ is found
with the commutative resultant and is easily seen to be yˆd
2
.
Therefore ψ satisfies an ODE of order d2 in x, and thus the dimension of the space
of solutions is at most d2.
Moreover, since the coefficients of Aˆd,± are rational functions of x and x′, then
ψ([zi(x)] − [zj(x′)]) is solution for every pair (i, j). Moreover, by looking at their
leading order in powers of , these are clearly linearly independent solutions, so the
dimension of the space of solutions is at least d2. Therefore it is d2.

Explicit examples of Rˆd2,± will be given in section 7.
5.3.3 Abelianization
Definition 5.3 (Hurwitz cover) Within any simply–connected and connected local
chart U ⊂
◦
Σ that doesn’t contain branchpoints nor singularities of x or y, it is possible
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to define an ordering of preimages of x, analytic in U :
x−1(x) = {z1(x), z2(x), . . . , zd(x)}. (5-50)
The transition maps from chart U1 to chart U2 are permutations σ1,2 ∈ Sd.
Definition 5.4 We define the matrix Ψ(x′, x) ∈ GLd(C)⊗K
1
2
◦
Σ
K
1
2
◦
Σ
:
(Ψ(x′, x))j,i = ψ([z
i(x)]− [zj(x′)]). (5-51)
For each given x′, it defines a section of a meromorphic spinor GLd(C) bundle over
◦
Σ = C¯. It is invertible as a formal series of .
Notice that:
Ψ(−1S;x′, x) = − Ψ(−−1S;x′, x)T (5-52)
in other words, changing the sign of  changes x↔ x′ and transposes the matrix.
Near x→ x′ we have a simple pole
Ψ(x′, x) ∼
√
dxdx′
x− x′ Id (1 +O(x− x
′)). (5-53)
Lemma 5.4 (Isomonodromy) After going around a cycle surrounding a singularity
of the operators Aˆd,± (i.e. poles of Pk(x)) define
Sγ,+ = Ψ(x
′, x)−1.Ψ(x′, x+ γ) (5-54)
S−1γ,− = Ψ(x
′, x)−1.Ψ(x′ + γ, x) (5-55)
Although Aˆd,± has a pole at x = x′, there is no monodromy around the pole at x = x′
due to (5-53).
The monodromy matrices Sγ,± are independent of x and x′, they are constant, and
they are permutation matrices.
proof: This can be read on the definition (5-51). A monodromy just permutes the
preimages of x (reps. x′). 
Corollary 5.5 The matrix
D+(x′, x) = dxΨ(x′, x).Ψ(x′, x)−1 (5-56)
resp. D−(x′, x) = −Ψ(x′, x)−1.dx′Ψ(x′, x), (5-57)
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is meromorphic in x (resp. x′), and has poles only at poles of Pk and at x = x′. They
have a simple pole at x = x′. In particular they have no poles at the branchpoints.
They satisfy
det(y −D+(x′, x)) = P (x, y) +O()
det(y −D−(x′, x)) = P (x, y) +O(). (5-58)
They have a simple pole at coinciding point with residue ±Id:
D+(x′, x) = − Id dx
x− x′ (1 +O(x− x
′)) (5-59)
D−(x′, x) = − Id dx
′
x− x′ (1 +O(x− x
′)). (5-60)
5.3.4 Quantum curve
Usually, the quantum curve is obtained at x′ = ∞. Let ∞1, . . .∞l = x−1(∞), each
with multiplicity d1, . . . , dl. Let V∞j(z) =
∑dj
k=1
t∞j ,k
k
ξ−k∞j be such that y − dV∞j is
analytic at ∞j. Notice that the following limits exist
ψj,k(z) = lim
z′→∞j
(
d
dξ∞j(z′)
)k
e
−1V∞j (z
′) ψ([z]− [z′]) . (5-61)
For the same reasons as above, there is a quantum curve, i.e. an ODE satisfied by each
ψj,k(z), whose coefficients are rational functions of x(z), with poles only at the poles
of x and y, and in particular no pole at branchpoints.
In many cases, this quantum curve equation has degree d instead of d2, because in
the limit x′ →∞, the term 1/(x− x′) tends to vanish and the PDE becomes an ODE.
This was proved for many spectral curves in [13], and it had been proved case by case
many times as in [20, 21, 59, 55, 37]
5.4 Miwa-Jimbo equation
Let p a pole of y, and tp,k =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,k y the corresponding 2nd kind times, so that
y ∼∑k tp,kξp(z)−k−1dξp(z) near p.
Theorem 5.5 (Miwa-Jimbo) For every 2nd kind time tp,k with k ≥ 1, we have

∂
tp,k
log T = Res
x→x(p)
Tr
∂T (x)
∂tp,k
(
lim
x′→x
1
x− x′Ψ(x
′, x)−1dx ((x− x′)Ψ(x′, x))
)
. (5-62)
where the diagonal matrix T (x) is an antiderivative of diag(y(zi(x))):
dT (x) = diag(y(zi(x))). (5-63)
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This implies that our Tau function coincides with Miwa-Jimbo Tau function, possibly
up to multiplicative factors that are independent of the 2nd kind times. These could
possibly depend on 1st and 3rd kind times.
proof:
When x→ x′ we have on the diagonal
x− x′√
dxdx′
(Ψ(x′, x))i,i ∼ 1 +
(x− x′)
dx
∆zi(x) log T +O((x− x′)2) (5-64)
and off diagonal i 6= j
x− x′√
dxdx′
(Ψ(x′, x))i,j ∼ O(x− x′). (5-65)
Therefore, on the diagonal we have(
1
x− x′Ψ(x
′, x)−1dx(x− x′)Ψ(x′, x)
)
i,i
∼ 
dx
∆zi(x) log T +O(x− x′). (5-66)
We defined an antiderivative of y, such that dF0,1 = y. Near a pole p it behaves
like
F0,1(z) = −
∑
k>0
tp,k
k
ξp(z)
−k + tp,0 log ξp(z) +O(1) (5-67)
Define the diagonal matrix
T (x) = diag(F0,1(z
i(x))). (5-68)
By definition we have
∂T (x)
∂tp,k
∼ −diag
(
ξp(z
i(x))k
k
)
+ analytic at p. (5-69)
We have

∂
tp,k
log T =
∮
Bp,k
∆z log T = − Res
z→p
ξp(z)
−k
k
∆z log T . (5-70)
Subtracting F0 we have

∂
tp,k
(
log T − −2F0,Λ(S)
)
= − Res
z→p
ξp(z)
−k
k
(
∆z log T − −1y(z)
)
(5-71)
where the bracket in the RHS is analytic at p, so that we may replace

∂
tp,k
(
log T − −2F0,Λ(S)
)
= Res
z→p
∂F0,1(z)
∂tp,k
(
∆z log T − −1y(z)
)
. (5-72)
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Projecting the z integration contour to the x-plane, we get

∂
tp,k
(
log T − −2F0,Λ(S)
)
= Res
x→x(p)
∑
i
∂F0,1(z
i(x))
∂tp,k
(
∆zi(x) log T − −1y(zi(x))
)
= Res
x→x(p)
Tr
∂T (x)
∂tp,k
(
lim
x′→x
Ψ(x′, x)−
√
dxdx′
x− x′ − 
−1dT (x)
)
= Res
x→x(p)
Tr
∂T (x)
∂tp,k
(
lim
x′→x
1
x− x′Ψ(x
′, x)−1dx(x− x′)Ψ(x′, x)− −1dT (x)
)
(5-73)
re-adding F0 we get the result.

5.5 Hirota equations
We consider S algebraic, with
◦
Σ = C, with Σ compact and x, y satisfying a polynomial
equation P (x, y) = 0.
Lemma 5.5 given 4 distinct generic smooth points p, q, p′, q′ of Σ, the following
ω(z) = T (−1S + [p′]− [z])T (−1S + [z]− [q] + [p]− [q′]) ∈ KΣ (5-74)
is a meromorphic 1-form on Σ, with simple poles at p, q, p′, q′, and with poles, or-
der by order in powers of , at the ramification points, and no other poles The
meromorphic function f(z) = ω(z)/dx(z) satisfies an ODE, with rational coefficients
∈ C(x(z))[d/dx(z)], having poles at x(p), x(q), x(p′), x(q′), at the poles of x and y, but
no poles at branchpoints. It satisfies
∀ a ∈ R : Res
a
ω(z) = 0. (5-75)
proof: each of the 2 factors of ω is a 1/2 forms ∈ K
1
2
Σ , so their product is a 1-form.
Moreover the exponential singularities coming from e
1

∫ p
z y e
1

∫ z
q y cancel each other,
so the only possible singularities are poles, and thus the product of the 2 Tau is a
meromorphic 1-form. There are obviously simple poles at z = p, p′, q, q′. The fact that
there can be –order by order in – poles at ramification points is because each ωg,n has
such poles.
From theorem 5.4, we know that each factor satisfies a rational finite order ODE,
with coefficients in C(x(z)), with poles at the poles of x, y and at x(p), x(p′), x(q), x(q′)
and no pole at ramification points. When 2 functions f(x), g(x) obey 2 ODEs of
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orders d1, d2, then their product h(x) = f(x)g(x) obeys an ODE of order d1d2. This is
because among the derivatives f (i)g(j), at most d1d2 are linearly independent over the
field C(x(z)), and therefore at most d1d2 of the h(k) can be linearly independent. The
coefficients are found as linear combinations of the coefficients of the equation for f
and g, and thus have at most the same poles.
Now, a solution of a linear ODE is singular at most where the coefficients of the
ODE are singular, therefore a (true) solution h(x) can have no pole at branchpoints,
and thus any contour integral with Ca a contour that surrounds the branchpoint x(a)
on
◦
Σ and no other special point, vanishes:∮
Ca
h(x)dx = 0 (5-76)
A formal solution, series in powers of , satisfying the same ODE, can have poles
at branchpoints –order by order in powers of –, because branchpoints are at the
boundaries of Stokes sectors. However, (5-76) holds to all orders in powers of , and
thus the residue vanishes for formal solutions. This implies the result.
In other words, Hirota equation is a consequence of the existence of a quantum
curve.

Remark 5.3 Here we used that the Baker-Akhiezer function is a function of z and not of
a homotopy class γq→z, in other words it is meromorphic on Σ rather than on a universal
cover. Lemma.5.5 would fail for Z instead of T .
As an immediate corollary:
Theorem 5.6 (Hirota equation) The Tau function satisfies Hirota equations
0 =
∑
a
Res
z→a
T (−1S + [p′]− [z])T (−1S + [z]− [q] + [p]− [q′]). (5-77)
Corollary 5.6 The Tau function satisfies the determinantal formula
T (−1S)T (−1S + [p′]− [q] + [p]− [q′])
= T (−1S + [p′]− [q])T (−1S + [p]− [q′])− T (−1S + [p′]− [q′])T (−1S + [p]− [q])
(5-78)
and
∆p
(T (−1S + [p′]− [q])
T (−1S)
)
= − T (
−1S + [p′]− [p])
T (−1S)
T (−1S + [p]− [q])
T (−1S) . (5-79)
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Figure 6: Geometric Hirota equation.
This last equation is illustrated schematically by fig.6 saying that the ∆p operator
(insertion of a double pole 2nd kind cycle) is in some sense like inserting 2 coalescing
simple poles:
proof: The equivalence between Hirota equations and (5-78) and/or (5-79) was
proved in [10]. To obtain (5-78) from Hirota equation, just say that the sum of all
residues vanishes, and since the residues at ramification points vanish, it only remains
the sum of residues at z = p, p′, q, q′, which give (5-78). To get (5-79) from (5-78), take
the limit q′ → p.

6 CFT
The link between integrable systems and 2D CFT (2-dimensional Conformal Field
Theory) has been observed since [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 17], and has recently gained a lot
of interest with [53, 54]. Here we shall show that the geometric description of integrable
systems indeed leads to a model obeying the axioms of CFT [31, 15, 5, 3].
6.1 CFT notations
The Hirota operator ∆z, and all operators built from it act on functions of a spectral
curve, i.e. on local sections over the local meromorphic space of spectral curves. We
introduce the Sugawara notation [62] borrowed from CFT (Conformal Field Theory).
Any operator O acting on Z(−1S), will be denoted:
O.Z(−1S) notation= 〈O V(−1S)〉 (6-1)
where the symbol V(−1S) is called the ”generalized vertex operator” associated to
the spectral curve S, it just serves to say that we are acting with O on the function
Z(−1S). The Hirota operator ∆z is called the ”current” and denoted J(z). For
example we have
Wˆ1(
−1S; z) = ∆zZ(−1S) = 
〈V(−1S)J(z)〉 . (6-2)
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Definition 6.1 (CFT notations) We denote
∆z = J(z) (6-3)
For a cycle Γ ∈M1(Σ), we denote
V(Γ) = e
∫
Γ J . (6-4)
Denoting Φ(z) a (in general multivalued) primitive of J(z), such that
dΦ(z) = J(z), (6-5)
then for a 3rd kind cycle γD with boundary divisor D =
∑
i αi[zi], we have locally
V(γD) ∝
∏
i
eαiΦ(zi)dx(zi)
α2i
2 (6-6)
(where the proportionality constant depends on the homotopy class of γD and in par-
ticular contains a ± sign). The (multivalued) operator
Vαi(zi) = eαiΦ(zi) (6-7)
is called a vertex operator of charge αi at zi.
We have already introduced
Wk(x) =
∑
i1<···<ik
J(zi1(x)) . . . J(zik(x)), (6-8)
and
W(x, y) =
∑
k
(−1)kyr−kWk(x) =
r∏
i=1
(y − J(zi(x))). (6-9)
In particular
T (x) = W2(x) (6-10)
is called the stress energy operator.
Then, taking the summation over Λ ⊂ H ′1(Σ,Z), we define
Vˆ(−1S) =
∑
B∈Λ
V(−1S + B)
= V(−1S)
∑
B∈Λ
V(B)
= V(−1S)
∑
B∈Λ
e
∮
B J (6-11)
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We then have
Z(−1S) = 〈V(−1S)〉 (6-12)
Wˆn(
−1S; z1, . . . , zn) =
〈V(−1S)J(z1) . . . J(zn)〉 (6-13)
T (−1S) =
〈
Vˆ(−1S)
〉
(6-14)
The notations V(Γ) and V(−1S) are consistant, due to
V(−1S + Γ) = V(−1(S + Γ)) = V(−1S)V(Γ) = e
∮
Γ JV(−1S). (6-15)
Definition 6.2 (Amplitudes) The ”amplitude map” is a linear map on the algebra
of operators generated by the currents J(z) and vertex operators V(γ), defined by acting
on Z(−1S). Amplitudes are denoted with a bracket:〈∏
i
Oi V(−1S)
〉
:=
∏
i
Oi.T (−1S). (6-16)
6.1.1 OPE
A CFT is defined by a set of axioms, named OPE and Ward identities. Any amplitude
(linear form on the algebra of operators) that satisfies the OPEs and Ward identities
defines a CFT.
The amplitudes that we have defined do indeed satisfy the axioms of a CFT:
Theorem 6.1 (OPE) At short distances we have
Vˆ(α[z] + α′[z′] +D′) ∼
z′→z
(x(z)− x(z′))αα′Vˆ(D′) (6-17)
J(z)J(z′) ∼
z′→σ(z)
2κσdx(z)dx(z
′)
(x(z)− x(z′))2 +O(1) (6-18)
J(z)Vˆ(−1S) ∼
z→poles of y
y(z) (1 + o(1)) (6-19)
where these equations are just a symbolic notation to say that they hold within any
brackets.
Moreover they satisfy
Theorem 6.2 (Ward identities)
∂¯ Wk(x) = 0 (6-20)
meaning that all amplitudes containing a Wk(x) is meromorphic in x.
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The problem in defining a CFT is to prove the existence of an amplitude linear
form that satisfies the axioms. Once the existence is acquired, then uniqueness follows,
and the so-called Bootstrap method [?] allows an explicit computation of nearly any
amplitude.
Here we have proved the existence, as a formal  power series.
proof: We have〈
J(z)J(z′)V(Γ)V(−1S)〉 = 〈J(z)J(z′)V(−1S + Γ)〉
=
∑
g≥0
2gωg,2(
−1S + Γ; z, z′)
= B(z, z′) +
∑
g≥1
2gωg,2(
−1S + Γ; z, z′)
(6-21)
where the first term has a double pole at coinciding point, and the other terms are
regular at z = z′, and the pole behaves as (2-3). The other limits are similar.
The ward identities are the loop equations.

7 Examples
Very often it will be convenient to define yˇ = y/dx so that yˇ is a scalar meromorphic
function rather than a 1-form, and we have
y = yˇdx. (7-1)
Also, in all examples below, B is choosen to be the fundamental 2nd kind form on Σ,
thus satisfying Rauch variational formula [60].
7.1 Example KdV
Consider the spectral curve – often called the ”Airy curve” :
S =

Σ = C¯,
◦
Σ = C¯, B(z1, z2) = dz1dz2(z1−z2)2
x : z 7→ z2
yˇ : z 7→ z
y = yˇdx = 2z2dz.
(7-2)
It has equation
yˇ2 − x = 0. (7-3)
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7.1.1 Cycles
x and y have poles only at z =∞, and these are 2nd kind poles, we thus consider the
set of 2nd kind cycles
A∞,k = C∞.x−k/2 , B∞,k = 1
2pii
C∞.x
k/2
k
. (7-4)
Bˆ(A∞,k) = 0 , Bˆ(B∞,k) = −zk−1dz , A∞,k ∩ B∞,j = − Res∞ z
j−1−kdz = δk,j.
(7-5)
The only non-vanishing time is
t∞,3 =
1
2pii
∮
A∞,3
y = −2. (7-6)
Notice that all A-cycles belong to Ker Bˆ, and chosing the integer Lagrangian sub-
manifold generated by all B-cycles, we have X = 0 and R = 0, and A′′∞,k = A∞,k.
7.1.2 Invariants
One easily computes from [29]
ω0,3(S; z1, z2, z3) = dz1dz2dz3
2 z21z
2
2z
2
3
. (7-7)
ω0,4(S; z1, z2, z3, z4) = 3
4
4∏
i=1
dzi
z2i
4∑
i=1
1
z2i
(7-8)
and so on ... For n = 1 we have [29]
ω1,1(S; z) = dz
16 z4
, ωg,1(z) =
(6g − 3)!! dz
25g−1 3g g! z6g−2
. (7-9)
With our choice of Lagrangian submanifold, we have
∀ g ≥ 0 , Fg = 0. (7-10)
Since the only branchpoint is at z = 0, the stable invariants ωg,n are rational
fractions with poles only at 0, and antisymmetric under zi → −zi, they can therefore
be uniquely written as
ωg,n(z1, . . . , zn) =
∑
d1,...,dn
Cg,n(d1, . . . , dn)
n∏
i=1
(2di − 1)!!dzi
2diz2di+2i
. (7-11)
It was proved in [29, 63] that the coefficient Cg,n(d1, . . . , dn) is actually equal to the
Witten–Kontsevich intersection number:
Cg,n(d1, . . . , dn) = 〈τd1 . . . τdn〉g =
∫
Mg,n
n∏
i=1
c1(Li)di . (7-12)
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7.1.3 Deformations:
• Deformations along B∞,k for k ≥ 2 are very easy because
∫
B∞,k ω0,3 = 0 so B gets
undeformed, and this allows to keep x undeformed at fixed z, we then get:
S +
∑
k≥2
t∞,kB∞,k =

Σ = C¯,
◦
Σ = C¯, B(z1, z2) = dz1dz2(z1−z2)2
x : z 7→ z2
y : z 7→ (z − 1
2
∑
k t∞,kz
k−2) 2zdz (7-13)
We have
∂B∞,k = ∂t∞,k , t∞,k − 2δk,3 =
1
2pii
∮
A∞,k
y. (7-14)
Indeed one easily checks that ∂B∞,ky =
∫
B∞,k B and ∂B∞,kB =
∫
B∞,k ω0,3 = 0. For
k ≥ 2
∂t∞,kωg,n =
1
k
Res
∞
zkωg,n+1 (7-15)
• Deformations along B∞,1 are more subtle because
∫
B∞,1 ω0,3(z, z1, z2) = −12 dz1dz2z21z22
so B gets deformed, and x can’t be constant at fixed z. We then get:
S + t∞,1B∞,1 =

Σ = C¯,
◦
Σ = C¯, B(z1, z2) = dz1dz2(z1−z2)2
x : z 7→ z2 + t∞,1
y : z 7→ 2z2dz
(7-16)
We leave the reader to check that 1
2pii
∮
A∞,k y = t∞,1 if k = 1 and −2 if k = 3 and
0 otherwise, and that ∂t∞,1y =
∫
B∞,1 B and ∂t∞,1B =
∫
B∞,1 ω0,3.
• Combining all k we have
S +
∑
k≥1
t∞,kB∞,k =

Σ = C¯,
◦
Σ = C¯, B(z1, z2) = dz1dz2(z1−z2)2
x : z 7→ z2 + tˇ1
y : z 7→ 2z2dz(1−∑k tˇkzk−3) (7-17)
where the coefficients tˇ1, tˇ2, tˇ3, . . . are convergent series of t∞,1, t∞,2, t∞,3, . . . , in
a small disc, tˇk = t∞,k(1 + k2 t∞,1t∞,k+2 + . . . ), solutions of
t∞,k =
∞∑
l=0
(−1)l(k + 2l − 2)!!
2l l! (k − 2)!! tˇk+2l (tˇ1)
l. (7-18)
We leave to the reader to check that 1
2pii
∮
A∞,k y = t∞,k for all k > 0, and that
∂t∞,ky =
∫
B∞,k B and ∂t∞,kB =
∫
B∞,k ω0,3 for all k > 0.
• For 3rd kind cycles we have
S + αγq→p =

Σ = C¯,
◦
Σ = C¯, B(z1, z2) = dz1dz2(z1−z2)2
x : z 7→ z2 + α
(
1
p˜
− 1
q˜
)
y : z 7→
(
z + α
2p˜(z−p˜) − α2q˜(z−q˜)
)
2zdz
(7-19)
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where p˜ = p+O(α) and q˜ = q+O(α) are series of α, convergent in a small disc,
solutions of the algebraic equations
x(p˜) = p2 , x(q˜) = q2. (7-20)
The radius of convergence is reached at
α =
2p˜3q˜3
q˜3 − p˜3 . (7-21)
Remark 7.1 Notice that at α = 0 the spectral curve has a Z2 symmetry y→ −y. Remark
that the symmetry is broken as soon as α 6= 0. This illustrates the fact that the Sato shift
generically breaks the symmetries of S.
Typically, the symmetry y → −y corresponds to S being the spectral curve of a sl2(C)
Hitchin system, and thus when α 6= 0, Sα is no more a sl2(C) Hitchin system, but a gl2(C)
Hitchin system.
7.1.4 Tau function
Since Σ has genus 0, and no double points, we have H1(Σ) = H
′
1(Σ) = {0}, and thus
T (S) = Z(S) = e
∑
g Fg = 1. (7-22)
When times t∞,k are turned on, it can be proved [29, 63] that we get the KdV tau
function (with odd times only)
Z(S +
∑
k
t∞,k) = TKdV(t∞,1, t∞,3, t∞,5, . . . ). (7-23)
Combined with (7-12), this is nothing but the Witten–Kontsevich theorem.
7.1.5 Loop equations
W1(x).Z(S) = 0 , W2(x).Z(S) = −xdx2, (7-24)
W(x, y).Z(S) = y2 − xdx2. (7-25)
The 1-form
Ω(S; z)(Z(S)) = y
2 − xdx2
2y
∣∣∣∣
x=x(z), y=y(z)
= 0, (7-26)
is indeed holomorphic with no poles, showing that ΓS = 0.
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7.1.6 Quantum curve and KZ equation
The KZ equations are then [6]
dzψ(z, z
′) = −ψ1,+(z, z′) (7-27)
dzψ1,+(z, z
′) = x(z)ψ(z, z′) + 
ψ1,+(z, z
′)− ψ1,−(z, z′)
x(z)− x(z′) (7-28)
dz′ψ(z, z
′) = ψ1,−(z, z′) (7-29)
dz′ψ1,−(z, z′) = x(z′)ψ(z, z′) + 
ψ1,+(z, z
′)− ψ1,−(z, z′)
x(z)− x(z′) (7-30)
The KZ and quantum curve equations can be solved with the Airy functions and the
Airy kernel as done in [6]. Let A and B be solutions of:
2
d2
dx2
f(x) = x f(x), (7-31)
with the asymptotic behaviors at x→∞
A(x) ∼ e
2
3
x
3
2
√
2 x
1
4
(
1 +O(x
−3
2 )
)
, A′(x) ∼ e
2
3
x
3
2

√
2 x−
1
4
(
1 +O(x
−3
2 )
)
B(x) ∼ − e
− 2
3
x
3
2
√
2 x
1
4
(
1 +O(x
−3
2 )
)
, B′(x) ∼ e
− 2
3
x
3
2

√
2 x−
1
4
(
1 +O(x
−3
2 )
)
. (7-32)
These are the Airy and Bairy function respectively, rescaled by 2/3.
One can check that
ψ(z, z′) = 
A(x(z))B′(x(z′))− A′(x(z))B(x(z))
x(z)− x(z′)
√
dx(z) dx(z′) (7-33)
ψ1,+(z, z
′) =
(x(z)A(x(z))B(x(z′))− A′(x(z))B′(x(z))
x(z)− x(z′)
− A(x(z))B
′(x(z′))− A′(x(z))B(x(z))
(x(z)− x(z′))2
)√
dx(z) dx(z′)
ψ1,−(z, z′) =
(x(z′)A(x(z))B(x(z′))− A′(x(z))B′(x(z))
x(z)− x(z′)
+
A(x(z))B′(x(z′))− A′(x(z))B(x(z))
(x(z)− x(z′))2
)√
dx(z) dx(z′) (7-34)
are solutions of the KZ equation (5-27) of corollary 5.2. The operators of corollary 5.2
are
Aˆ0 = Id , Aˆ1 = −yˆ (7-35)
Aˆ2 = −x+ yˆ2 − 
x− x′ (yˆ − yˆ
′). (7-36)
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We leave to the reader to check that Aˆ2 annihilates the Airy kernel ψ([z]− [z′]), i.e.(
2
d2
dx2
− x
)
ψ([z]− [z′]) =
(
2
d2
dx′2
− x′
)
ψ([z]− [z′])
=

x− x′
(

d
dx
+ 
d
dx′
)
ψ([z]− [z′]) (7-37)
By eliminating the d/dx′ derivative, the quantum curve is found to be a 4th order
differential operator
Rˆ4,+ = (yˆ
2 − x)2 + 2
x− x′
(
(yˆ2 − x)yˆ − ) . (7-38)
In the limit x′ →∞ it reduces to
R4,+(x, yˆ;∞) = (yˆ − x)2. (7-39)
Also in the limit → 0 it reduces to
lim
→0
R4,+(x, yˆ;x
′) = (yˆ − x)2. (7-40)
7.2 Matrix models and enumeration of maps
Consider the spectral curve with
◦
Σ = C¯
x(z) = α + γ(z + 1/z)
y(z) =
(∑d
k=1 ukz
−k
)
x′(z)dz
B(z1, z2) =
z1dz2
(z1−z2)2
(7-41)
It is topologically the Riemann sphere Σ = C¯, it has genus 0. Each x(z) has 2 preimages
z and 1/z, the degree is 2. There are 2 ramification points at z = 1 and z = −1, with
the corresponding branchpoints x(±1) = α± 2γ.
x and y satisfy a second degree algebraic equation
P (x, y) = y2 − ydV (x) + P (x)dx2 = 0 (7-42)
where V and P are polynomials of respective degrees d+ 1 and d− 1, in particular the
polynomial V ′(x) is given by
V ′(x) =
d∑
k=1
ukTk
(
x− α
γ
)
(7-43)
where Tk is the k
th Chebychev polynomial Tk(z + z
−1) = zk + z−k.
This spectral curve appears in matrix models and in the enumeration of maps [24].
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7.2.1 Cycles and times
The only non-vanishing 2nd kind times are tp,1, . . . , tp,d+1 at the 2 poles p = 0 and
p =∞
tk = t0,k = −t∞,k = 1
2pii
∮
A0,k
y = Res
z→0
x(z)ky(z) = − Res
z→∞
x(z)ky(z). (7-44)
There is a 3rd kind time
t = t0,0 = −t∞,0 = Res
z→0
y(z) = − Res
z→∞
y(z) = γu1. (7-45)
These times are such that
V (x) =
d+1∑
k=1
tk
k
xk, (7-46)
and
P (x) = t td+1 x
d−1 +O(xd−2). (7-47)
Since Σ has genus 0, there is no 1st kind time, we have H1(Σ) = 0. Σ has d − 1
nodal points and dimH ′1(Σ) = d−1. The nodal points are the pairs (pi, 1/pi) solutions
–different from (1, 1) and (−1,−1)– of
d−1∑
k=1
uk(p
k
i − p−ki ) = 0. (7-48)
The cycles Ai = Api,0 and Bi = γ1/pi→pi make a basis of H ′1(Σ,Z). Their corresponding
A-times vanish:
0 =
∮
Ai
y. (7-49)
The corresponding B-periods are the Kazakov–Kostov instantons [48]:∮
Bi
y = 2t log pi + γ
∑
k
uk+1 − uk−1
k
(pki − p−ki ). (7-50)
We have ∮
Bi
∮
Bj
B = ln
(pi − pj)(1/pi − 1/pj)
(pi − 1/pj)(1/pi − pj) = 2 ln
pi − pj
1− pjpj . (7-51)
We have
∂tkωg,n = Res0
xkωg,n+1, (7-52)
∂tωg,n =
∫ 0
∞
ωg,n+1. (7-53)
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7.2.2 Quantum curve
It is well known that matrix integrals satisfy Hirota equations [49, 16, 30], and a quan-
tum curve, however its expression is not so simple and we shall not write it here. We
just mention that the Baker-Akhiezer function is known as the ”orthogonal polynomial”
and we refer the readers to random matrices lecture books [16, 30].
7.2.3 Quadratic case d = 1
This case is particularly simple, it corresponds to the Gaussian matrix model. choose
d = 1, α = 0, γ = 1, u1 = 1. 
x(z) = z + 1/z
y(z) = (z − 1/z)dz
z2
B(z1, z2) =
z1dz2
(z1−z2)2
(7-54)
It corresponds to V (x) = x
2
2
and P (x) = 1. yˇ satisfies the quadratic equation
yˇ2 − xyˇ + 1 = 0 , P (x, y) = y2 − xdx y + dx2 = 0. (7-55)
The times are t2 = 1, t = 1 and all other times vanishing.
There is no double point and H ′1(Σ) = 0. This is a case where T = Z and theorem
5.1 is satisfied. We have
1
ZW(x, y)Z = y
2 − xdx y + dx2 = P (x, y). (7-56)
The KZ equations are solved [56] with the ”Hermite kernel”:
Ψ(x′, x) =
1
x− x′Ψ(x
′)−1Ψ(x) with Ψ(x) =
(
H−1(x/
√
) H˜−1(x/
√
)
H ′−1(x/
√
) H˜ ′−1(x/
√
)
)
,
(7-57)
where Hm(x) is the m
th Hermite polynomial if m = −1 is integer, or the parabolic
cyclindric function if m is not integer, and H˜m is the associated function. Both are
solutions of 2nd order ODE f ′′ − xf +mf = 0, yielding the quantum curve equation
yˆ2 − xyˆ + 1. (7-58)
The operator that annihilates ψ([z]− [z′]) is
Rˆ4,+ = (yˆ
2 − xyˆ)(yˆ2 − xyˆ + 1) + 
x− x′
(
4yˆ3 − 6xyˆ2 + 2x2yˆ − 2yˆ) . (7-59)
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7.3 Example: Fuchsian sphere with 3 points
Let α0, α1, α∞ be 3 complex numbers, called the ”charges”. Let
A =
√
α40 + α
4
1 + α
4∞ − 2α20α21 − 2α20α2∞ − 2α21α2∞ (7-60)
Consider the spectral curve with
◦
Σ = C¯, Σ = C¯ and
x(z) =
α2∞+α20−α21
2α2∞
+ A
4α2∞
(z + z−1)
y(z) = α0
(
dz
z−i − dzz+i
)
+ α1
(
dz
z−z1 − dzz−z−11
)
+ α∞ dzz
B(z, z′) = dzdz
′
(z−z′)2
(7-61)
where z1 is such that x(z1) = 1, i.e.
z1 =
(α1 ± α∞)2 − α20
A
(7-62)
It satisfies the quadratic equation
y2 =
α2∞x
2 − (α2∞ + α20 − α21)x+ α20
x2(x− 1)2 dx
2. (7-63)
7.3.1 Cycles
y has 6 simple poles, and thus we consider the cycles
A0,± = C±i , A1,± = Cz±11 , A∞,+ = C∞ , A∞,− = C0 (7-64)
The non-vanishing times are 3rd kind times, they are the charges:
tp,± =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,±
y = ±αp. (7-65)
The deformations are the Seiberg-Witten equations
∂αpFg =
∫ p+
p−
ωg,1 (7-66)
7.3.2 Quantum curve
The hypergeometric functions
A(x) = x
α0
 (x− 1)α1 2F1(1
2
+
α0 + α1 + α∞

,
1
2
+
α0 + α1 − α∞

, 1 +
2α0

;x) (7-67)
B(x) = x
−α0
 (x− 1)−α1 2F1(1
2
− α0 + α1 + α∞

,
1
2
− α0 + α1 − α∞

, 1− 2α0

;x) (7-68)
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both satisfy the differential equation
2f ′′ =
α2∞x
2 − (α2∞ + α20 − α21)x+ α20
x2(x− 1)2 f (7-69)
which is the quantum curve associated to (7-63).
One can check that
1
ZW(x, y)Z = P (x, y) = y
2 − α
2
∞x
2 − (α2∞ + α20 − α21)x+ α20
x2(x− 1)2 dx
2. (7-70)
The KZ equations are solved with the ”Hypergeometric kernel”:
Ψ(x′, x) =
1
x− x′Ψ(x
′)−1Ψ(x) with Ψ(x) =
(
A(x) B(x)
A′(x) B′(x)
)
, (7-71)
The Tau function is the sl2(C), c = 1 Liouville theory 3 point amplitude on the
sphere
T = Z = 〈Vα0(0) Vα1(1) Vα∞(∞)〉 . (7-72)
This was verified in [15, 31].
7.4 Example: Fuchsian sphere with 4 points
Let z1, z2, z3, z4, 4 points on the Riemann sphere, and αz1 , αz2 , αz3 , αz4 4 complex num-
bers called the charges. We denote their biratio
q =
(z1 − z2)(z3 − z4)
(z1 − z4)(z3 − z2) . (7-73)
Consider the spectral curve with Σ a torus of modulus τ , of equation
y2 =
dx2∏4
i=1(x− zi)
(
c+
4∑
i=1
α2zi
∏
j 6=i(zi − zj)
x− zi
)
(7-74)
where c is a constant, called the auxiliary parameter, that we may choose to our will.
c is a function of τ or vice–versa.
It is often convenient to choose z1 = 0, z2 = q, z3 =∞, z4 = 1, and then the spectral
curve has the equation
y2 =
dx2
x(x− 1)(x− q)
(
α2∞x+
qα20
x
+
(1− q)α21
x− 1 +
q(q − 1)α2q
x− q + c
)
. (7-75)
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7.4.1 Cycles and times
y has 8 3rd kind poles, that we call p± for p ∈ {z1, z2, z3, z4}, and therefore there are
8 cycles Ap±,0. The corresponding times are the charges
tp± =
1
2pii
∮
Ap±,0
y = ±αp. (7-76)
The deformation with respect to p ∈ {z1, z2, z3, z4} is a 2nd kind cycle:
∂
∂p
= Bp+,1 − Bp−,1 ⇒ dp
∂
∂p
= ∆p+ −∆p− . (7-77)
Moreover, since Σ is a torus, there are 2 1st kind cycles, let us name A,B a symplectic
basis of H1(Σ,Z). The corresponding time
η =
1
2pii
∮
A
y (7-78)
is a way of parametrizing the auxiliary parameter c, it is called the intermediate charge.
We choose B as the fundamental 2nd kind differential on the torus, normalized on
the A-cycle, it is then rational, and its variation obeys the Rauch formula.
Deformation equations with respect to charges are the Seiberg-Witten equations
∂αpFg =
∫ p+
p−
ωg,1, (7-79)
∂ηFg =
∮
B
ωg,1, (7-80)
The deformation with respect to p ∈ {z1, z2, z3, z4} is
dp ∂pFg = ωg,1(p+)− ωg,1(p−). (7-81)
The deformation of F0 is
∂zi∂zjF0 = log
(zi+ − zj+)(zi− − zj−)
(zi+ − zj−)(zi− − zj+)
(7-82)
This equation, in its Miwa-Jimbo form, is the Schlesinger equation, leading to the
Painleve´ 6 equation.
7.4.2 Tau function and conformal block
There is generically no double points, and we have H ′1(Σ) = H1(Σ) both of dimension
2, and Ker Bˆ ∩H ′1(Σ) is generated by A, we choose Λ to be generated by B:
Λ = Z.B. (7-83)
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For each choosen η, we write
FΛ(η) = ZΛ(−1S) =
〈Vα0(0) Vα1(1) Vα∞(∞) Vαq(q)〉η . (7-84)
For each η it satisfies the OPE and Ward identities, therefore it is a conformal block
for the sl2(C) Liouville theory with 4 points on the sphere. However it is not modular
invariant, it depends on the choice of Λ, and thus on a choice of channel, in other words
it does not satisfy the crossing symmetry.
The Tau function obtained by summing over the lattice Λ
T =
∑
n∈Z
〈Vα0(0) Vα1(1) Vα∞(∞) Vαq(q)V(nB)〉 (7-85)
is now modular, and thus satisfies the crossing symmetry. |T |2 is the Liouville theory
4-points amplitude.
7.5 Example: Weighted Hurwitz numbers
This example, coming from the combinatorics of Hurwitz covers, or the combinatorics
of certain maps called ”constellations” [1], is interesting because this is an example
where the ”natural times” coming from the enumerative geometry, are not periods of
integer cycles. They are periods of non–integer cycles and that has consequences.
Let G(z) a polynomial of degree M , such that G(0) = 1, written either as a sum or
product
G(z) =
M∏
k=1
(1 + ckz) = 1 +
M∑
k=1
gkz
k (7-86)
and
S(z) =
L∑
k=1
kskz
k (7-87)
a polynomial of degree L and vanishing at z = 0. The case S(z) = z with L = 1 and
sk = δk,1 is particularly interesting.
Consider the spectral curve computed in [1] (where it was proved that its invariants
ωg,n are generating functions of the Hurwitz numbers of genus g and with a ramification
profile of length n): 
◦
Σ = C¯
Σ = S2
x(z) = z
G(S(z))
yˇ(z) = S(z)
z
G(S(z))
B(z1, z2) =
dz1dz2
(z1−z2)2
(7-88)
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It satisfies the algebraic equation of degree LM :
xyˇ = S(xG(xyˇ)). (7-89)
We have
y(z) = yˇ(z)dx(z) = S(z)
G(S(z))− zS ′(z)G′(S(z))
G(S(z))
dz
z
. (7-90)
The ramification points are the LM solutions of G(S(z)− zS ′(z)G′(S(z)) = 0. x and
y have poles at ∞, at 0, and at all the LM points pk,l such that
S(pk,l) =
−1
ck
. (7-91)
7.5.1 Cycles and times
y has a pole of degree L+1 at z =∞, and all the other poles are generically simple poles.
x has a zero of order LM−1 at z =∞, so that the local parameter is ξ∞(z) = x(z) 1LM−1 ,
and generically simple poles at the pk,ls, where ξpk,l(z) = x(z)
−1 is the local parameter.
The times with respect to the corresponding A–cycles are:
tpk,l,0 = Respk,l
y = Res
pk,l
S(z)
dx(z)
x(z)
=
1
ck
. (7-92)
At ∞ we have
t∞,k = Res∞
y(z)x(z)
k
LM−1 = Res
∞
S(z) x(z)
k
LM−1
dx(z)
x(z)
(7-93)
they are the Laurent expansion coefficients of S(z):
S(z) ∼ 1
LM − 1
LM−1∑
k=0
t∞,kξ∞(z)−k + analytic at z →∞. (7-94)
In the case S(z) = z we have for example
t∞,1 =
(
M∏
i=1
ci
) 1
1−M
. (7-95)
7.5.2 Deformations
Under a deformation δ of the cks (or the gks) and the sks we have
δy = δS(z)
dz
z
+ d
(
(δ logG(u))u=S(z)
)
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=
L∑
k=1
δsk d(z
k) +
M∑
k=1
δck d
(
S(z)
1 + ckS(z)
)
= −
L∑
k=1
δsk Res
z′=∞
B(z, z′)z′k −
M∑
k=1
δck
L∑
l=1
Res
z′=pk,l
B(z, z′)
S(z′)
1 + ckS(z′)
(7-96)
It follows that the deformations with respect to the sks and cks are generated by
the 2nd kind cycles
Bsk =
−1
2pii
C∞.zk (7-97)
Bck =
−1
2pii
L∑
l=1
Cpk,l .
S(z)
1 + ckS(z)
. (7-98)
These generate a Lagrangian submanifold L, isomorphic to the tangent space. But
they are not integer cycles.
For example, if S(z) = z, we have
Bck =
G′(−1/ck)
ck
B−1
ck
,1 mod Ker Bˆ, (7-99)
which gets deformed under deformations of the cks. There is a connection
j 6= k : ∂cjBck =
ck
ck − cjBck mod Ker Bˆ,
j = k : ∂ckBck =
−1
ck
(
1− G
′′(−1/ck)
ckG′(−1/ck)
)
Bck mod Ker Bˆ,
(7-100)
As a consequence we have as usual that the derivative is an integral with a cycle:
∂ckωg,n =
∮
Bck
ωg,n+1 (7-101)
but a second derivative takes an extra term
∂cj∂ckωg,n =
∮
Bck
∮
Bcj
ωg,n+2 +
∮
∂cjBck
ωg,n+1. (7-102)
7.5.3 Tau function and quantum curve
Notice that the curve has genus zero, and no double points, and thus
H1(Σ) = H
′
1(Σ) = {0}. (7-103)
Therefore
Z = T . (7-104)
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It is proved in [1] that the Baker–Akhiezer function
ψ(z) =
e
−1 ∫ z y√
x′(z)
e
∑stable
g,n
2g−2+n
n!
∫ z
∞···
∫ z
∞ ωg,n (7-105)
satisfies the quantum curve ODE:(
x
d
dx
− S(xG(x d
dx
))
)
.ψ = 0. (7-106)
7.5.4 Simple Hurwitz numbers
Chosing S(z) = z, and ck =
1
M
and letting M → ∞, corresponds to G(z) = ez, the
spectral curve is then
◦
Σ = C¯
Σ = C
x(z) = ze−z
yˇ(z) = ez −→ y(z) = (1− z)dz
B(z1, z2) =
dz1dz2
(z1−z2)2
(7-107)
It satisfies:
x = xyˇ e−xyˇ (7-108)
or equivalently
xyˇ = L(x) (7-109)
where L is the Lambert function.
It is proved in [57] that ψ satisfies the quantum curve equation
d
dx
ψ(qx) = xψ(x). (7-110)
with q = e−.
The unique ramification point is at z = a = 1, with x(a) = e−1.
It is well known [14, 27, 23] that the invariants are the generating functions of
Hurwitz numbers and satisfy the ELSV formula
ωg,n(z1, . . . , zn) =
∑
µ
Hg(µ)
n∏
i=1
µix(zi)
µi−1dx(zi)
=
∑
d1,...,dn
〈Λ(−1)τd1 . . . τdn〉g
n∏
i=1
dζdi(zi) (7-111)
where
ζd(z) = (x(z)d/dx(z))
d+1z =
∞∑
µ=1
(−1)µ−1µd+µ
µ!
x(z)µ (7-112)
and Λ(α) =
∑
k(−α)kck(E) is the Hodge class: the sum of Chern classes of the Hodge
bundle E→Mg,n.
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Conclusion
We have presented a geometric formulation of integrable systems, based on homology
cycles. Here, we have defined the Tau function and all amplitudes as formal power
series of . In the next lecture, we shall present the analogous formulation for finite
. The notion of spectral curve as a branched cover gets lost for finite , however,
the notion of homology and cohomology survive, almost unaffected, and most of the
formalism survives for finite .
Beyond, we shall also define a notion of quantum spectral curve, and quantum
Tau-function and amplitudes, for which most of the formalism continues to hold.
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Appendix
A Integration pairing for 3rd kind cycles
Let γq→p a 3rd kind cycle, or in fact a Jordan arc representative, starting at q and
ending at p.
let o and o′ some smooth points along the path γq→p such that
γq→p = γq→o′ + γo′→o + γo→p (1-1)
and such that o (resp. o′) is in a vicinity of p (resp. q) where ξp = (x− x(p))1/orderx(p)
(resp. ξq = (x− x(q))1/orderx(q)) is a well defined local coordinate. Then we define
tp(ω) = Res
p
ω , Vp(ω)(z) = Res
z′→p
ω(z′) ln
(
1− ξp(z
′)
ξp(z)
)
(1-2)
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Our definition of the pairing is then:∮
γq→p
ω =< γ, ω >
def
=
∫
γo′→o
ω
+
∫
o→p
(
ω − tp(ω)dξp
ξp
− dVp(ω)
)
−Vp(ω)(o)− tp(ω) ln ξp(o)
−
∫
o′→q
(
ω − tq(ω)dξq
ξq
− dVq(ω)
)
+Vq(ω)(o
′) + tq(ω) ln ξq(o′) . (1-3)
This definition of the pairing is independent of the choice of o and o′.
If ω has no pole at q and p we simply have the usual integration along the path
γq→p.
< γq→p, ω >=
∫
γq→p
ω. (1-4)
B Proof of lemma 2.1
Lemma B.1 The map:
Cˆ : M1(Σ) → M1(Σ)
ω 7→ Cˆ(ω) (2-1)
is linear and is independent of a choice of fundamental domain and of the choice of o′i.
Moreover it satisfies for every ω:
ω = Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)). (2-2)
proof: First, observe that in the last line f˜ depends on the choice of o′i. Chang-
ing o′i changes f˜ → f˜ + ci by a constant ci on Σi, and the last term changes by∑
i
ci
2pii
∑
e∈∂Σi Ce = 0. This proves also that Cˆ is linear.
The let us prove (2-40), this is Riemann bilinear identity: Write that
2pii ω˜(z) = 2pii df˜(z) =
∮
z′∈Cz
f˜(z′) B(z, z′), (2-3)
and deform the integration contour homotopically from a small circle around z to the
boundary of the fundamental domain
∑
e=internal edges(e+ − e−) +
∑
e∈∂Σ e. Notice that
for internal edges, B takes the same value on e+ and e−, and f˜ |e+ − f˜ |e− =
∫
e⊥ ω˜ is
constant along e, this implies that
2pii ω˜ =
∑
e=internal edges
(
∮
e⊥
ω˜)
∫
e
B +
∑
e∈∂Σ
∮
Ce
f˜B, (2-4)
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and thus implies (2-40) that ω = Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)).
Let v be a vertex of Γ (possibly some oi). Appart form the last line (independent
of the vertices positions), Cˆ(ω) is built as a sum of edges, i.e. 3rd kind cycles, and it
could have boundaries at vertices, i.e. ∂Cˆ(ω) can be a divisor at the vertices:
∂Cˆ(ω) =
∑
v
∂vCˆ(ω) [v]. (2-5)
This would imply that Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)) would have poles with residues at v equal to:
∂vCˆ(ω) = Res
v
Bˆ(Cˆ(ω)) = Res
v
ω = 0. (2-6)
This proves that Cˆ(ω) has no boundary at the vertices, in other words that Cˆ(ω) is
invariant under homotopic deformations of the graph in particular infinitesimal defor-
mations of the ois and all vertices of Γ.
It remains to show that Cˆ(ω) is invariant under topological changes of graphs. It
suffices to consider flop transitions:
We have (using e⊥5 = e
⊥
1 + e
⊥
2 = −e⊥3 − e⊥4 ):
(
∮
e⊥1
ω˜)e1 + (
∮
e⊥2
ω˜)e2 + (
∮
e⊥5
ω˜)e5 + (
∮
e⊥3
ω˜)e3 + (
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)e4
= (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜)(e1 + e5 − e4)− (
∮
e⊥2
ω˜)(e3 − e5 − e2) + (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜ +
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)(e4 − e3)
= (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜)(e′1 − e′4)− (
∮
e⊥2
ω˜)(e′3 − e′2) + (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜ +
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)(e′4 + e
′
5 − e′3)
= (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜)e′1 + (
∮
e⊥2
ω˜)e′2 + (−
∮
e⊥2
−
∮
e⊥1
−
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)e′3 + (
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)e′4 + (
∮
e⊥1
ω˜ +
∮
e⊥4
ω˜)e′5
= (
∮
e′⊥1
ω˜)e′1 + (
∮
e′⊥2
ω˜)e′2 + (
∮
e′⊥5
ω˜)e′5 + (
∮
e′⊥3
ω˜)e′3 + (
∮
e′⊥4
ω˜)e′4 (2-7)
which is thus invariant under a flop transition.
This shows that Cˆ(ω) is independent of a choice of fundamental domain.

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C Proof of Corollary 2.2
proof: If γ1 and γ2 both belong to Ker Bˆ, (2-27) gives γ1 ∩ γ2 = 0.
Now let ω1 and ω2 be meromorphic forms, and let
ω˜1 = ω1 −
∑
p=poles of ω1
degp−1ω1∑
k=0
tp,kBˆ(Bp,k) , tp,k = 1
2pii
∮
Ap,k
ω1 (3-1)
and similarly
ω˜2 = ω2 −
∑
p=poles of ω2
degp−1ω2∑
k=0
t′p,kBˆ(Bp,k) , t′p,k =
1
2pii
∮
Ap,k
ω1. (3-2)
ω˜1 and ω˜2 have no pole on Σ. By definition we have Π(Bp,k) = Bp,k and thus
Cˆ(ω1) = Cˆ(ω˜1) +
∑
p=poles of ω1
degp−1ω1∑
k=0
tp,kBp,k (3-3)
Cˆ(ω2) = Cˆ(ω˜2) +
∑
p=poles of ω2
degp−1ω2∑
k=0
t′p,kBp,k. (3-4)
Since the cycles Bp,k ∩ Bp′,k′ don’t intersect, and don’t intersect the 1st kind part, we
have
2pii Cˆ(ω1) ∩ Cˆ(ω2) = 2pii Cˆ(ω˜1) ∩ Cˆ(ω˜2) =
∫
Cˆ(ω˜1)
ω˜2 −
∫
Cˆ(ω˜2)
ω˜1. (3-5)
We use the same method as in appendix B: the Riemann bilinear identity. choose a
fundamental domain, and define in it some functions f1, f2 such that df1 = ω˜1 and
df2 = ω˜2. We obtain
0 =
∑
p=poles of ω˜2
Res
p
f1 ω˜2 =
∫
Cˆ(ω˜1)
ω˜2 (3-6)
and
0 =
∑
q=poles of ω˜1
Res
q
f2 ω˜1 =
∫
Cˆ(ω˜2)
ω˜1 (3-7)
Therefore
Cˆ(ω1) ∩ Cˆ(ω2) = 0. (3-8)

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D Proof of lemma 2.2
Lemma D.1 If Π(γ) 6= 0:
2pii Q(Π(γ),Π(γ)) > 0 (4-1)
proof:
Let ω 6= 0 be a meromorphic 1-form, and γ = Cˆ(ω) = Π(γ). Let
ω˜ = ω −
∑
p=poles of ω
degp−1ω1∑
k=0
tp,kBˆ(Bp,k) , tp,k = 1
2pii
∮
Ap,k
ω, (4-2)
which is a holomorphic 1-form on Σ. Let Σ0 be a fundamental domain of Σ and f such
that df = ω˜. We have
0 <
∫
Σ
|ω˜|2
=
∫
∂Σ0
ω˜ f¯
=
∫
Cˆ(ω˜)
ω˜
= 2piiQ(Cˆ(ω˜), Cˆ(ω˜))
(4-3)
Then, using that Bp,k = Bp,k and Bp,k ∩ Bp′,k′ = 0 and the Bp,k–cycles don’t intersect
the 1st kind part, we derive the result.

E Proof of lemma 3.2
proof: Since A′′i ∈ Ker Bˆ we have
0 =
∫
∆zA′′i
B +
∫
A′′i
∆zB
=
∫
∆zA′′i
B +
∫
A′′i
ω0,3(z, ., .)
=
∫
∆zA′′i
B (5-1)
so that ∆zA′′i = −
∑
j(∆zXi,j) Bj should be a linear combination of A′′j :
−
∑
j
(∆zXi,j) Bj =
∑
j
Ci,jAj. (5-2)
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Taking the intersection with Bi we get 0 = Ci,j, and thus
∆zX = 0. (5-3)
This implies that ∆zA′′i = 0, and since ∆zy = B and since A′′i ∈ Ker Bˆ we have
∆z
(∮
A′′i
y
)
= 0. (5-4)
Similarly, since A′′i ∈ Ker Bˆ we have
−
∮
∂γ1γ2A′′i
B =
1
2
(∮
A′′i
∮
γ1
B Bˆ(γ2) +
∮
A′′i
∮
γ2
B Bˆ(γ1)
)
∑
j
∂γ1γ2Xi,j
∮
Bj
B =
1
2
(∮
A′′i
∮
γ1
B Bˆ(γ2) +
∮
A′′i
∮
γ2
B Bˆ(γ1)
)
. (5-5)
Taking the intersection with A′′j gives
∂γ1γ2Xi,j =
1
2
(∮
A′′i
∮
γ1
B A′′j ∩ Bˆ(γ2) +
∮
A′′i
∮
γ2
B A′′j ∩ Bˆ(γ1)
)
. (5-6)

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